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LACC designed to loosen
academic requirements
by PAT COCHRAN
Undoubtably every college

student has sat through some
required class and wondered why
in the world he needs it for his
major. Only too often the Music
major sits in a Biology class and
wonders how osmosis applies to
Bach and Mozart, or the PE
major struggles with Beowolf
and the Canterbury Tales never
once comprehending how English
Literature applies to Physical
Education.
Relief, in a small sense, is in
sight. Beginning next Fall Term
required for
the 192 hours
graduation will be rearranged
into a new structure called the
Liberal Arts Core Curriculum.
The hours and requirements will
^ the same for all studies but
merely structured in such a way
as to enable the student to see
why specific classes are required
and important to his education.
Specifically the new Liberal
Arts Core Curriculum (LACC)
deals with the student's lower
division requirements. This
change in curriculum form will

tie
the
lower
division
requirements to specific ob
jectives which have been set
down by the State Board of
Education and the College.
One very significant change
however, is that all students must
demonstrate that they are
competent to learn independently
before being graduated. To
demonstrate this competency the
student will complete the
equivalent of 1-4 hours of
independent study under the
direction of a faculty advisor,
either as part of a conventional
course of study or as special
individualized
study.
Considerable leeway will be
given the students for meeting
the individual study requirement.
For example in some cases the
credit requirement may be
waived and the students allowed
to substitute term projects or self
study experiences without
credit. The
new
core
curriculum will also offer the
student more freedom in
choosing classes or partaking of
individual studies which will

Over next two years

fulfill the requirements of a
specific objective.
For example: one of the ten
objectives that have been
established is,"The capability for
creative expression and aesthetic
sensitivity." To fulfill this ob
jective the student must com
plete some course in the fine arts.
The student is encouraged to
develop performance skills as
well as appreciation and
knowledge of the subject area he
decides to work in. That subject
area could be in Art, Music,
Drama or some other media if it
meets the approval of the College
and satisfies the objective.
"To me the new freedom being
offered in the Liberal Arts Core
Curriculum is a very desirable
advance in the curriculum",
quipped Dr. Bert Kersh, OCE's
Dean of Faculty. Kersh pointed
out that the new LACC will
be in the OCE catalog and will
apply to new incoming freshman.
Although just now coming into
effect, the LACC has been under
developed at OCE for the -past
four or five years, but only now
has this more open view of
education come into reality.

Dr. Joseph Trainer delivered the last of four lectures to a near full
house in the College Center Coffee Shop last Thursday. Topics
covered included contraception and abortion. With enough
favorable student response, ASOCE might be persuaded to arrange
for a return lecture series by Dr. Trainer.
Photo by Bill Coffel

Enrollment drop may spell faculty cuts
serious impact on the (OCE)
college faculty. . ."
Dean Kersh cited a projected
Two administration spokesmen
Friday outlined the need for drop in student enrollment, based
p o s s i b l e 4 4 a d j u s t m e n t s " , on figures from the office of the
necessitated by a projected drop Chancellor of the State System of
Higher Education, as the main
factor behind any budget cut that
would force a cutback in faculty
employment.
TTie budget of each of Oregon's
colleges and universities, ac
cording to Kersh, is determined
by the state legislature one or two
years in advance on the basis of
such
projected
student
enrollments.
In a later speech to the
assembled faculty, OCE Presidet
Dr. Leonard Rice disclosed
enrollment projections for next
year ranging from 75-187 fewer
students than this year.
The reason no faculty cuts
accompanied the current year's
drop in enrollment, according to
President Rice, is that OCE was
authorized to budget two years
President Leonard Rice
ago on the basis of a projection of
in enrollment at OCE over the about 350 more students than.
next two years, which may result were actually enrolled this year.
Both speakers affirmed that
in a decrease in the number of
the current and projected drop in
faculty personnel employed.
Speaking in an interview, OCE enrollment at OCE, and at most
Dean of Faculty Dr. Bert Y. colleges and universities in
Kersh said, "There will be ad Oregon, is only part of a hopefully
justments made over the next temporary nationwide trend
two years which will have a away from higher education.
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by ROB CRAWFORD
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Inauguration
Day peace
march. See
page 5.

In Oregon, the drop in full-time members in alternate positions
enrollment at colleges and should a cutback be necessary.
universities was mainly at
First on President Rice's list of
tributed by both Rice and Kersh hopefuls was an all-out effort by
to the advent of college-transfer school and alumni organizations
programs at many of the state's to actually exceed the projected
13 community colleges.
enrollment for next year and the
This means that the local year after. Since the allotted
student may now attend the less budget can be adjusted favorably
expensive community colleges in the event of an achieved
for two years while living at enrollment exceeding projected
home and possibly working, and enrollments, released faculty
still accumulate credits tran could be rehired to meet student
sferable to senior colleges like needs.
OCE. The biggest bite, ac
Another possibility mentioned
cordingly, comes out of the by Dr. Rice was that funds
number of freshmen enrolled at returned by OCE to the state
senior institutions.
system because of this year's
Especially affecting OCE this over-budgeting
could con
year, with its drop of between 32.6 ceivably be reclaimed by the
per cent and 27 per cent in new school to retain faculty members.
freshmen from Oregon high Although he described this
schools, are Chemeketa Com
munity College and Linn-Benton
Community College. Both in
stituted accredited collegetransfer programs at practically
If your cumulative G.P.A. is
the same time and attracted 2.25 or higher, you are eligible to
large numbers of new freshmen run for ASOCE President.
from OCE-OSU territory.
Petitions for the most powerful
All the news was not gloomy, and prestigeous office in OCE's
however; President Rice detailed student government are now
several hopeful possibilities available in the Student
which might eliminate the need Government Room of the College
for a cutback, and Dean Kersh, Center.
also speaking to the faculty,
outlined a number of steps which
Anyone wishing to become an
might be taken to retain faculty active candidate for the office

possibility as "irregular" and
"unprecedented", he expressed
hope that it could be done.
Rice also cited budgetsupplement requests, made by
OCE and several other state
schools in the face of the
enrollment drop, as a possible
means by which to retain faculty.
These requests, denied by
governor McCall except in the
case of Eastern Oregon College,
could nonetheless still be granted
by the state legislature.
Also, according to President
Rice, the legislature could find
more suitable ways in which to
supplement the slashed budget.
Dean Kersh, working on the
practical assumption that these
steps might fail and cuts would
(Continued on page 5)

ASOCE petitions ready

Wolves upset
Viks, 62-61.
See page 10.

must obtain a petition and sbbmit
it to SPO No. 5 or Elections
Coordinator Sue Whitaker by
noon on January 23rd.
The presidential speeches will
be delivered on January 31st in
the Oregon Room of the College
Center. The election is scheduled
two days later, Feb. 1. The newly
elected ASOCE President will
take office during spring term of
1973.

Coming next
week: The
night editor

Who understands student government?
by MALCOLM KOCH
Author's Note: Since the
orientation issue of Lamron 2, fall
term, there has been a notable
absence of analysis with regard
to the total picture of ASOCE
Student Government. While
certain aspects have been
covered in news stories, never
has there been an attempt to
discuss those functions in an
overall perspective. This article
and others to appear in following
weeks are written in order to
provide our readership with an
evaluation of the effectiveness
and accomplishments of student
government.

ASOCE
Hediger

President

Roger

Time has passed and the hopes
and aspirations of key individuals
in ASOCE student government
have jelled. Yet, despite their
efforts during last term, it is not
without its problems three weeks
into what is supposed to be the
most active term for student
government.

Part of the problem was in
dicated by Roger Hediger,
Student Body President, when he
admitted that he felt most of
OCE's students had no concept of
what student government is
about. He might be right. Several
students had to be questioned
before one could be discovered
who had a knowledgeable
comment about it. Many had no
comment at all. Others seemed to
reply limply, saying that it
(student government)
was
"there,' but could not determine
its benefits . A few were critical
and alleged that student
government was a "game" with
no real results. Others, some of
them within student government
circles, could see some sub
stantive results.
Why the disinterest? One might
expect a great number of
students at OCE to be involved. It
administers 145,000 per year in
student incidental fees.
Beyond that, it is a voice for
students in affairs that affects
them in academic issues.
Students assist on committees
like the Academic Grievance
Committee,
the
Campus
Planning Commission, the
Student Conduct Committee,
Faculty Senate, etc.
Yet, there is a definite lack of
involvement on the part of
students. In talking with Roger
Hediger, student body President,
and Jim Nye, Senate VicePresident, one learns of the
vacancies that exist. In addition
to those committees mentioned
earlier, there are positions open
for dorm senators, as well as offcampus, math, humanities, ele
mentary education, pre-professional and general studies. Even
in terms of suggestions for pro

jects that Senate might under
take, Jim Nye has noticed a
definite lack in input this year
over last year. Seldom does he
receive a note which urges that
Senate investigate problems like
V.D. Handbooks or legal aid.
Yet, student government
seems to exist in a vacumm of
involvement
by
students.
However, those are problems
people like Jim Nye or Roger
Hediger cannot remedy. Either
caused through apathy or a lack
of communication to students
(possibly one reason for this
article) officers inside student
government simply can not get
enough people to fill those
positions and generate the much
needed input. A mere 10-20 people
are needed-just that few.
Internally student government
again has problems. Executive
Council is a supervisory body of
the Vice-Presidents with the
Student Body President as
presiding chairman. This year it
is a fairly cohesive unit and it
seems to lack the politiking that
has been associated with it in the
past.

demonstrations
Dear Editor and Staff:
RE: Inauguration Day Antiwar
Demonstrations
After vigorously circulating
peace rumors, the Nixon Ad
ministration embarked on a
campaign to "completely destroy
the industrial heartland of North
Vietnam." According to news
reports the bombing destroyed
over half of the cities of Hanoi
and Haiphong. Protests from
across the world have resulted in
a temporary bombing halt above
the 20th parallel. But this is not
enough. The savage destruction
continues to destroy S.E. Asia.
Nixon's war aims have not
changed but have become more
cynical and calculating.
In response to these events, the
national antiwar organizations
have called for demonstrations to
be held on Inauguration Day,
January 20. In Portland a march
and rally has been called by the
newly formed Inauguration Day
*Peace Coalition. Supporters
include the traditional peace
groups, labor leaders, student
organizations, and elected of
ficials, including Portland Mayor
Goldschmidt
and
state
representatives Vera Katz and
Howard Willets. The details of
the march are on the enclosed
leaflet.
Although the demonstration
has been receiving good coverage
from the press, we must take on
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the most important work in
publicizing and building the
demonstration. Students have
always been a major force in
educating and mobilizing the
American people. We are
counting on you to get the word
out on your campus and in your
area. As a college newspaper you
can greatly aid in informing your
fellow and sister students so that
they can organize and join us in
Portland on Inauguration Day,
January 20.
Irealize that there is not much
time before the January 20
march but we have found that
we've been able to accomplish a
lot in a short time because people
are so anxious to express their
opposition to the war.
Also, please send us a copy of
anything you print about the
demonstration.
Yours for Peace,
Niki Brorsen
P.S. In addition, actions on the
campuses and in the high schools
have been called for January 19
in order to build for the January
20 demonstration. Since time is
lacking to build for any major
activity on the 19th, perhaps the
date could best be used as a focal
point to publicize the 20th by
mass leafletting, announcements
in classes, picket lines, meetings,
community
outreach, con
vocations, etc.

make sense?
Dear Editor:
This has been on my mind since
the opening loss to Humboldt

reporter that Senate's work is
nearly finished except for
approving the Constitutional
Revisions. It can't think of
anything to do in the way of new
projects as evidenced by a
decrease in activity in Senate
Committees this year over last.
They aren't meeting.
Yet, Jim and Roger both feel
that student government per
forms a vital function for the
students by giving them a voice
in affairs that interest them. Such
a co-equal relationship between
students,
faculty,
and
administration exists in few

During - last term Senate
experienced some successes. It
researched the possibility of legal
aid and concluded that OCE could
not afford it-requiring an at
torney on a retainer. "Cry of
Love," it was felt, could be used
as an alternative. It's in Salem
and is a sort of one-stop legaldrug-health clinic.
Other advancements included
the assisting (while not providing
funds) in procuring a Braille
Dictionary, sending Darlene Folz
to a National Indian Education
Association national convention,
and publishing the Birth Control
Yet, that potential still exists
under the ASOCE Constitution. and V.D. handbooks (which
With each Vice-President having basically consisted of ap
propriating money to buy more of
the voting power to veto any
them, which were printed and
legislation Senate passes, con
written last year). At 8V2 cents a
flicts may arise between the
copy, its very accurate in
Vice-Presidents
and
their
formation.
respective boards, particularly
These
are
the
ac
Senate which has been noted to
have intense conflicts with the complishments of Senate as
listed in order of importance by
whole of Executive Council. This
school year, however, there Jim Nye, Senate Chairman.
doesn't seem to be that problem.
While other efforts occurred, he
felt these were most note-worthy.
Yet, it could easily arise under a
different administration with a Yet, despite Senate's smaller
new set of people in student size, a more manageable one, he
government.
seemed to indicate to this

lamron 2 letters
Inauguration

This and other problems
regarding the structure of
Executive Council and The
Constitution may soon be solved.
The ASOCE Constitution is now
being re-worked by a committee
chaired by Bob Marsh. This
monstrous, 40-page document
which few can understand, is now
being revised and functions may
be delegated to the By-Laws or a
unit other than Executive
Council. When this occurs, Senate
and the Student Body in a special
election will have to approve
those alterations.

ASOCE Senate Chairman
Jim Nye
small colleges. That function and
relationship must remain viable.
It now depends upon one issue.
Student
government must
generate its own internal reforms
but more importantly, it can't do
that without students to provide
the input, the work, and the
creativity.
j

Satire. . .

State. Why don't we have any
6'11" giants on our basketball
team?
Irealize that OCE can't recruit
with fullrides as an incentive soI
was wondering since OCE has
more females than males that
something equitable and possibly
enjoyable for all concerned. The
cost of this recruiting could be
borne by the Alumni or the
basketball team itself. BecauseI
am sure there are more than a
few women needing a little
financial aid to continue their
studies.
Does any of this make sense?
Just wondered.
Marvin Mulch
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Nixon - football:
best of friends
by TIM PETSHOW
Rest easy, O people of
America. Free your troubled
mind from POW's, imperialism,
and the moral structure of your
society. RMN has a new pal,
name of Pro Football. Peace?
Nyet! Field Goals? Right on!
Think back with fondest
memories on the happenings of
December 1972. Remember the
time when four-more-years and
his buddy led countless numbers
of expectant families to the top of
the hill
and threw them off. O
glorious month!
About the middle of December,
around the time when Pro
football moves into Phase III, the
playoffs (rhymes with lotsa
money), the Chief Executive
became aware of a dastardly
deed perpetrated by Pro Foot
ball. How could you do this, O Pro
Football! This is a domestic
crisis, let me make THAT per
fectly clear. A domestic crisis?
The mind boggles! General Mo
tors gone bankrupt? Or had Kent
State risen from the ashes, a new
punk in Ohio? Don't you remem
ber? Pro Football had refused to
lift the blackout on NFL Home
cities for the playoffs. The Presi
dent of the United States could

not even watch his Washington
Redskins do battle with Green
Bay.
But good men forgive and
forget ; the flame of resentmen
had flickered and died. RMN wa
back to his normal routine, than
goodness. Phone calls to
Miami Dolphins, secret Play®
the sly, drawn in the ® '
practice with George Allen
boys, number one telegram
Never in our fair history had one
personality been so deserving o
the love and affection folS^ere6"
upon him, November 7. 01e
percent was making things rig _
Rumors have it that four-mo
years had sent Henry Kissing^
PhD across the AtlantaSomething about Paris. Co
RMN be checking out turui
expansion sites? Let's keep
NFL in the U.S., for crying °u
loud. Besides, there is aiway
Saigon.
ta
To the kid who inquired ah°
certain face on the tube receI\aIj
saying, "why is that m
smiling?," one can only say
.
"Ya got me kid, the Redskins
the Super Bowl."
\
Just being a good lose »
guess.

lamron 2 subscriptions
still $2.00
inquire in office
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political commentary

by

What if ... Phase 3 fails9

>LM KOCH
MALCOLM
KOCH

president Nixon's long-awaited
nnouncement of Phase 3 conols was unveiled last week amid
Ligressional cries of alar™ that
the new Program would allow for
n inflationary surge. With the
Sid off" on controls, the
rtonornists are predicting that
fhe automobile and textile in
dustries will be the first to in
crease their prices as they have
heen subjected to severe
limitations by the Price Com
mission. Labor interests are
likely to seek increases in wages
L phase 2 policy kept the rate of
wage increase well below that of
^The Wall Street economists
may well be right because there
are several provisions in Nixon's
phase 3 program which could
allow for such increases. Briefly,
phase 3 is not a new economic
policy, but a combination of two
older policies - jawboning with
guidelines and some remnants
from Phase 2. It really signals a
retreat from mandatory controls
and a desire for economic
management through fiscal and
monetary policy. Here are the
key points of the program:
- The President has estab
lished the goal of reducing the
inflation rate to 2.5 per cent or
below by the end of 1973.
-All mandatory controls will be
removed and supplanted with a
system
that
is
''selfadministering and based on
voluntary compliance," except in
special cases of food, health,
construction, and interests and
dividends.
-The Price Commission and
pay Board have ceased to exist
with those functions being ab
sorbed into the Cost of Living
Council.

--A
labor-management
advisory committee has been
established.
-Congress will be asked to
extend the Economic Stabili
zation Act which expires in April just in case Phase 3 flops and
Phase 2 policy will be needed.
-The new program took effect
on January 11, 1973.
Indications that Phase 2 policy
was not effective occurred late
last year. Economic conditions
were such that the consumer
money supply created a heavy
demand for products that were
under Phase 2 controls. The
heavy demand for non-essential
products began to affect those
items which count heavily in
American budgets-health care,
construction, and unprocessed
food. Here prices rose sharplyitems uncontrolled by Phase 2.
As a result, the President was
faced with an unpleasant choice.
He could place controls on the
health care and construction
industries fairly easily. However,
the problem of controlling
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unprocessed
unprocessed food-the complex
series of farm-to-market priceswould have proved too difficult to
manage under wage and price
controls.
Several factors weigh heavilv
against their being controlled in
base 2 fashion. For example
factors in the raw food market
such as weather and world
market conditions, if controlled,
shortaie and possibly
put the farmers out of business.
The President's own foreign
policy was stimulating demand
(and prices!) through the sales of
Ce££
fra]ns to foreign nations.
ihe food processing industry
will remain under controls
(which is unlike unprocessed
foods markets). Efforts to curb
the rise in a market, uncontrollage through mandatory
limitations, will be made by a
tried and true method of
monetary and fiscal policy.
The President may consider
easing curbs on food production
by reducing those farm subsidies
which pay farmers not to
produce. The supply may be
increased further through efforts

-"-M.-l.iO •
to relax import quotas on some
meats and select grains. He mav are further indications that in
evenly, prices and
also consider limitations on the flation will increase away from wages will eventually creep
demand he created through that 2.5 per cent goal:
upwards, and, it is too soon to tell
government sales of surplus
business efforts to seek in how rapidly the increase might
grains and special contracts with creases under Phase 2,
occur. Beyond that, the task is
the grain industry and the Soviet
- relaxation of the number of made more difficult realizing
Union together with a limitation industries required to keep profit- that one essential technique is
on gram exports.
margin records,
governmental spending. To curb
the demand created there may
«Jiet' Wl?!umay be said for those
- while restraint is called for
sectors of the economy which will
prove difficult in a Congress
l®" ""controlled under Phase industries are keyed that long- already irate over the im
b"s,ness experiences the term increases are "allowed".
poundment of $26 billion of funds
freedom to respond to heavy
"they" authorized.
-- intensive review of industries
demand, prices rise. Phase 2
Therefore, the President must
witnessed a strong rise in those will cease and the IRS will note seek to control the economy
areas left uncontrolled (food, method"
mUCh ksS
through
means that
are
health, construction) and every
becoming more traditional. He is
once
an
increase
occurs
there
indication points toward a rise in
returning to the philosophy of the
costs. Even the price freeze in the is no provision under Phase 3 for Johnson-era as well as his own
construction industry failed to pushing back a price (unless efforts during his first two years
produce any lasting results and mandatory controls are used), of his administration. Old
- there is less red tape and phrases
controls now are much less
like
"guidelines
therefore,
less supervision or approach and "live within their
stringent
than any freeze or
more freedom to increase prices means" as well as "national
mandatory wage and price and
wages,
controls.
responsibility
to
exercise
- only spot checks will be used. restraint" will again emerge in
Despite the fact that President
Essentially, the president's the news. Meanwhile, Congress
Nixon threatens to slap controls task is a difficult one as such must deal effectively with the
on errant sectors of the economy methods have, in the past, new budget, "restraint" will be
(in Secretary Schultz' words produced an inflation rate as high hoped-for, and inflation probably
"they will get clobbered"), there as 5.8 percent. When controls are will rise once again.

lamron 2 news synopsis
International-National
Paris - Prime Minister Golda
Meier arrived in Paris on Friday
to attend an international con
ference of the Socialist Party.
However, any representative of
the French Government was no
ticeably absent upon her arrival
at the airport. The French Gov
ernment made it clear that she
was not welcome.
First, the violent Black
September Movement has been
threatening action against her
life for recent air raids fought
over Lebonese skies by Israel and
Syrian jets. Security risks are
normally high anywhere Mrs.
Meier
travels,
but
are
aggravated under the threat of
further political action. The
French Government doesn't wish
to suffer embarrassment over a
raid by the Black September
faction.
Second, the French are about
to hold elections for their
Parliament within a few weeks.
The Government does not wish
for the French Socialist Party to
gain any recognition or votes by
socialists or French Jews from a
visit by Mrs. Meier. The French
Government, in the past, has
been testy towards Mrs. Meier,
socialist party members, and
French Jews. Their fears have
some basis in fact as students
burned her in effigy at De Palace
Internationale where Mrs. Meier
is in conference.
England - Britain, Denmark,
and Ireland formally joined the

European Common Market,
raising the membership to nine
nations. The U. S. must now
compete with a common market
that boasts a G.N.P. of $693
billion, carrying 39.2 per "cent
of the world total imports and 43.7
percent of the world total ex
ports. The U. S. by comparison
has 15.4 percent and 17.0 percent
world total imports and exports
(respectively.)

under the control of the Highway
Commission.
Also Gov. McCall's distribution
formula for state aid to schools
was unwrapped and laid before
the Legislature. It would provide
for nearly 100 percent of school
costs. Gaining cautious support
by Sen. President Jason Boe of
Reedsport, and House Speaker
Eymann of Springfield, that
formula is based on this year's
school costs plus 6 per cent for the
next year and another 6 percent
National
for the year after that. It is a part
Los Angeles - William T. Farr
of Gov. McCall's tax package
headed back to court Friday as announced earlier.
he was released on a U. S.
Supreme Court order. This time
Washington - Raymond Burr,
he is a reporter rather than
another defendant. He has served who played the illustrious Perry
the longest term yet for a Mason acted as his own layer in a
newsman in a growing list of real suit against a real attorney
conflicts between judges and the and Burr (or Mason) lost. Burr
press over the rights of reporters. sued Donald E. Leon for $95,000
He is the second longest in history saying Leon and other attorneys
for refusal to reveal a source. His gave him bad advice on a land
release is potentially temporary purchase which eventually gave
due to an unfavorable ruling from Burr a default judgment. The
the high court which could send merits of the case never were
successfully debated as Superior
him back to jail.
Court Judge Norma Dowds
Salem - The Legislative In dismissed the case. It seems that
terim Committee on Natural there is a 5-year statutory limit
Resources drafted a bill which and Burr is outside the limit.
this week was introduced in the
Monmouth
MOOCOW
Legislature. The bill, among
munched
its
way
into
the news
other items, would allow for
again. This time the sports of
hunting or trapping in some state
ferings are really flexible. The
parks. The bill reorganizes the
basketball team will play any
entire Oregon Game Com hockey team except only 6 can
mission, deleting some functions play at a time. Other than the
and adding others presently savings in postage the only other

financial inducement was the
popcorn, but it too remained at
frozen prices with suggested
advertising as "Our popcorn is
better." Sounds wishful anyway.
One surprise announcement
involving "native skill' is a new
contest called "The International
Spitting, Belching, and Cussin
Competition." After organic
frisbees, what can you expect?

Tax return
info •• •
Students who filed income tax
returns last year should be
receiving their tax forms in the
mail shortly. These forms are
also available in Monmouth at
the Post Office and the local
banks. Your employer should
have sent your W-2 forms to you
by January 31, 1973.
All income tax forms should be
completed and post-marked by
April 15, 1973. Federal tax
returns are to be sent to Ogden,
Utah and if one worked in the
state of Oregon, State forms
should be sent to The Department
of Revenue in Salem, Oregon.
Plans are currently being
formulated by lamron 2 staff
member Billi Elkins to sponsor
free seminars in filling out tax
returns for interested students
and faculty.
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The Olympics in Monmouth?

MOOCOW proposal udderly novel!
by ROB CRAWFORD

The Frisbee Toss would in
volve, rather than plastic non
A spokesman for MOOCOW, biodegradable frisbees made
the
Monmouth
Olympic elsewhere, a local version of the
Organizing Committee of Winter, frisbee produced from pure local
expressed sharp disapproval materials by the cattle grazing on
Tuesday of the United States Cupid's Knoll, a hill just west of
Olympic Committee's action in Monmouth now occupied by the
choosing Salt Lake City, rather Municipal water tower. (In
• than Monmouth, as the site of the cidentally, these same cattle are
1976 Winter Olympics.
to serve a double function; once
''We were shocked and trained to stand in place, these
chagrined at the whole thing " useful
and
oft-maligned
said MOOCOW Co-Chairman creatures will act as slalom gates
Scott McArthur in an exclusive should a viable rain-oriented
Lamron 2 interview.
form of skiing be developed.)
Terming the USOC's decision
The International Western
"terribly poor planning," the Oregon Rain-Standing Contest, to
burly City Attorney went on to be sublet to the coastal logging
state that although he was sure town of Valsetz because of its
Salt Lake City would devote annual 140-inch rainfall, will
every effort to the effective determine who can stand for the
staging of the Winter Games, an longest period of time under a
event held there would have dripping Douglas fir without
"nowhere near the class" of a growing moss or lichens on his
Monmouth-centered Olympics. north side. (McArthur, explained
"Frankly, we just may decide that constant surveillance over
to go ahead and hold our own world-wide television and the
damned
Olympics
event attentions of nearby judges would
anyway," continued McCarthur, effectively
prevent
any
explaining that the Winter
unscrupulous competitors from
Olympics in their present form
cheating by turning around as
were, in MOOCOW's view, un they stood.)
fairly oriented toward that part
The International Christmas8
of the world whose winters are
frisbef>.
Tree-Climbing Contest, for which
characterized by ice and snow.
Monmouth is particularly well"It's supposed to be an in
suited because of the outstanding handle the huge influx of visitors
ternationally world-wide affair,"
specimen growing on the OCE that would be sure to follow the
he said, but argued that snow^and
campus, is nonetheless a matter Olympics to Monmouth.
ice were "representative of
of grave concern to the two-man
It was "originally suggested,"
winter in Colorado Springs
Committee.
he said "that they just kind of
Greenland, Antarctica, Tierra
We. . .hoped that the foreign bring their sleeping-bags and
del Fuego. . .and Nepal. . ."
entrants would bring their own !'°P- • and we do have Cooper's
• but in the Willamette Christmas trees so that ours
Mote and some of the other
Valley," reasoned McArthur
wouldn't get all beat up," said hostelnes."
"and along the West Coast, and in McArthur.
As for the possibility of
most of the world, in the winter
On the financial aspect of the terrorist attacks marring the
you don't have snow and you
proposed Games, McArthur Monmouth Games as they did the
don't have ice. You just have
stated that he and his fellow recent Summer Games in Berlin
rain."
committee-member,
D.E.P.
He went on to explain that Bridges, have long since McArthur expressed confidence
in the ability of local authorities
although
certain
of
the
abandoned hope of covering their to deter such violence.
traditional Winter Games events
bidding expenses through con
(snow-skiing and ice-skating)
tributions. Despite offerings
would be impossible in their
ranging from one cent on up to a
present forms without snow and
quarter coming from as far away
ice, there are nonetheless "a lot
as Canada and Alabama, com
of things that you can do "
mittee operating costs have
Elaborating 0n this idea
In coordination with the In
already
exceeded
the
McArthur outlined several
contribution total of nearly five ternational Abortion Tribunal
competitive
events
made dollars.
National
Abortion
Action
possible by the Monmouth-area
Coalition (WONAAC), to be held
One
letter
alone,
to
the
in
climate, including among others
in New York City March 9-11 the
the Organic Frisbee Toss, the ternational Olympic committee in
g°ni
Womens
Switzerland,
cost
MOOCOW
THh
Abortion
International Western Oregon
Tribunal Committee will hold a
around
28
cents
to
mail,
ac
Rain-Standing Contest, and the
public hearing on abortion
cording to McArthur.
International
Christmas-TreeHe was also optimistic about Wednesday, January 24th,in
Uimbing Contest.
the capability of local facilities to room 338 of the Smith Memorial
Center at Portland State
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th«r cuds and manufacture organic

Photo by Bill Coffel
"Well," he said, "we have five
policemen, and a dogcatcher. . .and the county sheriff
says he'll let us use the night
deputy any time we want
him. . .and can you envision
anyone mounting a terrorist
attack in Monmouth, Oregon?"
McArthur closed the interview
with a plead for help from OCE
students in developing possible
events fo the Monmouth Games
(whether held under Olympic
sanction or not).
"We would welcome," said
McArthur,
. .any innovative

suggestions from the campus. We
realize that it's extremely dif
ficult to pry college students in
these days of serious academic
endeavour away from the con
stant study of their books to
engage in something that might
seem frivolous to the uninitiate.
But if any of your good readers up
on the campus would be in a
position to come forth with some
additional suggestions that would
be peculiarly appropriate to this
area and climate, and in the true
spirit of the Olympiad, we'd be
most happy to hear them."

Abortion clinic scheduled

73-74
class
changes
Frwfr year 0regon College of
Education must submit proposals
the carnculurn adjustments to
regon State System
,..
of
Hi^ier Education for approval.
OCE is proposing 39 new hours

SLT'year-s schedu"»'
oa?Lm°St Significant changes
and
H m thf Humanities
IT
. ^rt
departments.
Humanities is proposing an
0
f 22 h°UrS Wil1 keeP'ng
all
ah of
of this
this year's
classes. Art is

S

offerede?hlng

a"

°f

the

classes

ir mSyear while Proposing
that 18 more hours be added to
next year's schedule

adding 3nd Mathematics are
adding 15 new proposed hours but
are dropping i6 hours which were

/rs ak6eraia '«• > »»

o

.of.

one

p
hour. Education^ °logy and Social Science
committee's announcements.
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P°kesman for many of the
Fhoto by Bill Coffel

hoUrS
but
a
decrease in°fi
the «une
hours) will remain

University. The hearings will traception and contraceptiv
begin at 7:30 p.m. The purpose of information and an end to forcei
the hearing is to gather testimony sterilization.
on women's experiences with
abortion from personal, legal
All interested women £nd mei
medical, and psychological are invited to attend the hearing
mediccil
and psychological Women with personal experience
aspects. Testimony gathered at or information on abortions ar<
on to the International Tribunal urged to present testimony
in March.
Anyone interested in working
with us for the repeal of all anti
abortion laws can contact th<
The Oregon Women's Abortion
Tribunal Committee, in coordina- Oregon Women's Abortior
ion with WONAAC, is dedicated Tribunal Committee through thf
to winning the complete repeal of Educational Activities Office a!
Portland State University
aR
anti-abortion
laws
unrestricted access to con Portland, Oregon, 97207. Tel: 2294431.

Teacher scholarships
U^

r\

~

The Oregon Congress of
Barents and Teachers has
established a program of tuition
scholarship awards available to

seniors or graduates and studen
already in college desiring
secure a teaching credential ai
—dIlu
mar
eligible
and
may
W
Pla
l
prepare
a
10
for element^!
" °
PPlmation for scholarships
eachi in hF m- secor|dary
The purpose of offer"
PUbl,C Scflools of
Teacher Education Scholarsh
Oregon
is to attract to the teach
These schnlprchi^o
,
profession students of 0
amount of $250 per year to a*" 1" Standing ability and sincerity
it *'^
is nopea tnai
on tuition to an Oregon nubb/ puipose. "
will the teacher shortage be
taX-SUnnnrf college or university
T UIlt'
^-support
part alleviated by these you1
to exceed four
recruits, but that the public
years
hey may also
accruing from the state-wi
be used i
u 1
community colleges operation of this plan will inte~
Which Offer college transfer
and well-qualu
credits m education. High school many capable
' in becoming teacher

.
r'ngs

Guitar Players
- Capos - Polish - Supplies of all kinds

Wiltsey-Weathers Music
Salem, Ore.

Rice hopeful
most can remain
(Continued from page 1)
have to

be made, detailed a three
fold plan t0 keeP faculty mem
bers employed through the period
of difficulty.
First, he reiterated the attempt
exceed
the
projected
t0
enrollment and thus receive an
^proved budget allocation.
Second, he outlined the hope of
retaining faculty members until
^ings return to normal by ef
fective use of grants and
contracts -- several department
heads have reportedly volun
teered to use such funds to help
employ other faculty members -by arranging for joint
or
appointments with the com
munity colleges. A faculty
member holding
a
joint
appointment would teach parttime at both OCE and the com
munity college.
As a third alternative, one
which would be employed only
under desperate circumstances,
he cited the "DCE inload policy",
a new regulation which could
permit
displaced
faculty
members to be temporarily
positioned off-campus with the
Division
of
Continuing
Education.
One hopeful aspect of the
situation mentioned by both men
was that a substantial number of

Skills key for

employment

the cuts have already been made
by simply not filling positions
from which faculty have retired
or resigned of their own will
Although
retirements
and
resignations have naturally not
been in balance among the
varying departments, they will
reduce the number of cutbacks
necessary overall.
Under the present guidelines,
tenured faculty would be safe
from the cuts; newer facultv
vulnerable to the cuts could be
informed as early as March and
June that they could not be
assured of reemployment over
the following years.
Botj1

Rice

and Kersh stated
that decisions to release faculty
members would be made as
much as possible on the advice of
department
chairmen and
faculty members themselves,
who are to decide which positions
are least vital and make
recommendations accordingly.
This will, hopefully, reduce the
possibility of errors detrimental
to instructional needs - Dean
Kersh stated in his interview that
while the cutbacks would affect
plans to expand curricula at
OCE, no cuts would be made that
would harm existing programs.
fU

Peace
march
The Inauguration Day
Peace Coalition, representing
a broad grouping of peaceoriented organizations and
individuals in the Portland
area, will hold a peaceful
march and rally on Saturday,
January 20, 1973, starting at
11:00 a.m. in the North Park
Blocks and terminating at a
rally on the Pioneer Post
Office steps at 12:30 p.m.
Next planning meeting for
the demonstration

.Teacher candidates who show
the best potential for teaching the
basic skills in their particular
teaching specialties stand the
best chance of findingemployment, an Oregon College
of Education authority has
reported.
Harold I. Mason, director of
placement and assistant to the
dean of faculty, said observation
of hiring practices discloses that
school administrators show most
interest in teachers who are
effective in teaching reading,
spelling, language construction
and mathematics.
This holds true in all areas of
instruction, but particularly in
elementary education, social
science and English, Mason said.
Mason's
comment
was
included in his report of job
placement efforts by the college
during the spring, summer and
fall.
He said that OCE placed 359
teacher candidates during that
period. This is 80 per cent of all
who actively sought employment
in education, he added. Many

Students try self-sell
in mock interviews

rivilian
pilot's
license
for a few
good college mea
Wepay.

Ever consider selling yourself?
Each year at this time seniors at
OCE have to convince the hiring
school districts that they are
more qualified than their fellow
classmates. The interviewer asks
personal questions like "what
makes you think you can teach?"
and the ever popular "what do
you plan to be doing 10 years
from now?"
These questions along with a
personal background help the
interviewer decide whether or
not he can use the prospective
employee. The important thing to
remember is that he is looking at
you as merchandise and an
employee; therefore, it is im
portant to give the right answers
at the right time."
To assist in these interviews

the Education department has
set up a meeting January 24th at
7:00 p.m. in Ed 217. Two prin
cipals from separate school
districts will come to tell students
what to expect in an interview
and what the interviewer wants
for an answer.
Also an important service to
the students is the placement
bureau. The placement bureau
contacts the student about a
teaching vacancy. If the student
has an interest he contacts the
school district and is notified
whether or not he receives the
job. Another service of the
bureau is to bring in school
district representatives to give
interviews to the students who
have signed up. It isn't too early
to look into it today.

down the
street
Friday's movie is "My Fair Lady" starring Audrey Hepburn.
Showtime is at 6:30 and 9:15 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium. Ad
mission: 75c, students; $1.00, adults.

+++
Learn to fly while you Ye still in college. The Marines
will pay the bill—about $900 worth of lessons—for
qualified members of the Platoon Leaders Class.. .
You'll also be earning a Marine officers commis
sion through PLC summer training at Quantico,
Virginia. And after graduation, you may be one of the
few good men who go on to Marine pilot .or flight
officer training.Get the details from the Marine officer
who visits your campus.

ASOCE Student Government petitions for Student Bodv President,
Mom's Day Chairman and a Student Member of the Publications
Board are available in the Student Government Office, College Center.

+++
On Friday evening OCE will host a Men's Gymnastics meet at 7:30
p.m. In competition with OCE will be CWSC, SOC and PSU.

+++
Tuesday evening, January 23, at 7:30 p.m. OCE will face off against
Linfield in the OCE gym while on the 26th we meet OTI and on the 27th
we meet SOC. All of these games will be here.

+++

I The Marines are
looking for a few good mea
We will be on campus the 22, 23, & 24 Jan.
1973, located in the Student Center during
the hours of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 18, 1973

Wednesday, January 24 at 8 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium, will
be a free piano recital which will feature Jane Peterson.

+++
Tickets for the Ralph David Abernathy assembly will be on sale in
the College Center Office. Students - $1.00, Adults - $1.50. Rev. Aber
nathy will be speaking in the New Gymnasium on February 15. He is
both a subject of controversy as well as a close friend of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King. Don't Miss Him!

who failed to land jobs limited
employment locations acceptable
to them, and this may have
lowered the record of success.
The college had 100 per cent
success in
placing male
elementary
teachers.
All
candidates in music, general
science, junior high school
language arts-social studies
counseling and all areas of
special education also found jobs.
The record approached totai
success in biology, art and girl's
physical education.
Mason said the liberal arts
basis of OCE's teacher education
programs led many of those not
now teaching into other fields.
Although no reliable records of
their employment exist at the
college, scattered reports show
employment in various social
services and in business, with
some graduates also entering the
service and a significant number
entering graduate study.
The placement record last year
was similar to the previous year,
which in turn compared well to
that of four or five years ago,
Mason said. He predicted that the
college would continue to place
teachers this year at about the
same rate as last year.
School districts, he noted, have
changed tactics in recruiting.
About the same number of in
terviews are being conducted as
always, but more take place in
local district offices. Mason said
the districts seem more inclined
now to interview for specific
vacancies,
rather
than
canducting general interviews on
the campus.

Hubbard,
Brand plan
concert
A concert of opera and duets
will be presented in the Oregon
College of Education Recital Hall
by Victour Hubbard, tenor, and
Myra Brand, soprano at 8 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 22. They will be
accompanied by Edward Schick
of Portland who will also narrate
the scenes.
Hubbard made his debut with
the San Francisco Opera Com
pany in 1957 and sang with that
company for two years. He sang
with the Salem Community
Symphony in 1970 and 1971 and is
presently associate professor of
music at Western Baptist Bible
College, Salem.
Schick graduated from Julliard
School of Music and maintained a
private studio as coachaccompanist for singers in New
York from 1952 to 1966 and in Los
Angeles between 1966 and 1970
worked with famous singers,
including Jean Fenn, Brian
Sullivan, Bill Olvies and Ella Lee
of the Metropolitan Opera
Company as well as Zero Mostel
of musical comedy fame.
In 1972 he directed an opera
workshop at Lewis and Clark
College and presently maintains
a private studio in Portland.
Myra Brand is a native
Oregonian, a recitalist and opera
singer presently on the faculty at
Oregon College of Education.
Programmed are arias and
duets from the pperas "Don
Pasquale" by Donizetti, "La
Boheme" by Puccini, "Carmen"
by Bezet and "Rigoletto" by
Verdi.
The recital is free to the public.
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Entertainment guide
Clockwork Orange, Blow Up
in one horror show review
by MITCH LIES
The Lancaster Mall Theatre
continued with its excellent film
selections when they showed "A
Clockwork Orange" and "Blow
Up" last week.

showing how hypocritical top
governmental people are as they
punish Alex for using people for
tools of his pleasure while they
are constantly using Alex and
other people for tools of their
pleasure?
Answers are not easy to come
by in this film but deep thought is
guaranteed to work its way into
your mind after viewing this
masterpiece.

With its spellbounding sound
track and overall appearance, "A
Clockwork Orange" had to be one
of the best films of 1972. The
theme leaves the viewers per
plexed as they see the film
through the eyes of Alex, a totally
After all only you can decide
sadistic person whom they
eventually come to identify with. what Kubrick is saying because
Only a small minority (myself he's only saying it to you.
"Blow Up," the film showing
included) feel for the people Alex
is beating up as most viewers find with "A Blockwork Orange," is
themselves hitting, kicking and 90 minutes of boredom and 15
raping right along with Alex. And minutes of incredible thought
even the small minority find invoking symbolism. In essence
themselves feeling sorry for Alex the final 15 minutes shows you
during and after he gets the that reality is only where you
treatment in which he relates want it to be.
The film climaxes with the lead
violence and sex to sickness.
character running through
London and getting caught up in
But what exactly is director- some short lived but shockingly
producer Stanley Kubrick saying real scenes of thought. The line
through all this ultra-violence. Is that set off the film's meaning
he showing Alex as a tool of was when he asks a girl "I
society at all times except when thought you were going to
he is brutally beating people? Is Paris?" "I am in Paris," she
he showing how you can't defeat replied.
society so you have to flow with
it? Is he showing that man is not
Then while running through the
man when he has no choice? Is he streets of London looking for a

missing lady, he stumbles onto a
rock concert in which a guitarist
smashes his guitar and tosses it
into the crowd. Suddenly the lead
character finds himself fighting
along with everyone else for the
broken guitar, as he savagely
makes his way out of the building
with the guitar and dozens of
people chasing after him. Once
outside he tosses the guitar aside
like the worthless piece of junk it
Finally the superb ending
makes the 90 minutes of boredom
worthwhile, as the lead character
is watching a mime troupe
playing tennis and gets so totally
involved in the game that he
starts hearing the ball hit back
and forth as The End is flashed on
the screen.

Electric Light Show
music, image & pattern
Something new in music and trically amplified sounds from
the manipulation of light patterns standard instruments and
to complement each other will be electronically synthesized music
presented at "The Electric Light with visual images and patterns
Show" scheduled at Oregon to create a new powerful concert
College of Education in Mon music.
The composers represented are
mouth at 8 p.m. Monday,
February 5, in the Education from all parts of the United
States and their works range
Building Lecture Hall.
Electrically produced music from children's selections to
from tape recordings, live social commentary. Included are
electronic synthesis, and still and "Landscape with Chants" by
moving projected images will be Elias Tanenbaum; "Signalcombined in all the works on the Messe" by Peter Tod Lewis and
program. The program will be Franklin Miller; "Paths" by
narrated by Dr. David Wallace, Robert Pellegrino, and "Vega"
professor of music, whose voice by David Ward-Steinman.
Such techniques as color
will be electrically amplified.
quantization of video film and
lissajou
The effort to join light patterns, computer-designed
colors and images with music, to patterns are typical of the visual
combined
with
bring a powerful pleasing effect effects
on the audience's mood and synthesized and musique con
emotional response has been the crete tape scores in different
subject of experiemntation by parts of the program. The
some of the world's leading program is produced by Dr.
young composers for several Wallace and Dr. Marion Schrock,
years. The wide range of effects assistant professor of music.
available in use of the electronic Admission is $1 for adults, 50
synthesizer has carved out a cents for children and students.
place for the new instrument in Ticket and seat reservations may
television and radio commercials be had by calling the College
Center Office at OCE.
and program theme music.
OCE students with student
The Electric Light Show
presents several of the best ef body tickets may attend free of
forts to date to combine elec- charge.

Play It As It Lays ; a film review
mother of a mentally disturbed
by RON CRAIG
"Play It As It Lays" is about all four-year-old, the about-toof us - all of us who have ever felt become ex-wife of a movie
alone, alienated, and dependent. director a la Dennis Hopper. She
It has to do with feeling that is self-indulgent; he is insensitive
you are nothing and in doing so, to her needs.
becoming nothing.
Her friends are nearly as phony
Maria Wyeth is sensitively
portrayed by Tuesday Weld. as her husband. All except for
Maria is a sometime actress, the one, BZ, who feels his life is

Gallery hopping in the town across the river

by
I)AN
TOMPKINS

You gotta have art. Man needs
art to express himself and put his
thoughts and ideas in order. A
search to see how others ex
pressed themselves took me to
Salem last Saturday, where I saw
three exhibits within seven
blocks of each other. Two of the
three were on the Willamette
University campus and the third
one was at the Bush Barn Art
Center.
At Willamette's University
Center was a show in the Oregon
Artists Series which ended
Wednesday. On exhibit were
"Pinhole Photographs" by
James Shull, art teacher and
head of art department at Mt.
Angel College since 1964. The
exhibit consisted of five
homemade pinhole cameras
accompanied by an informative
brochure containing direct and
clear explanations on how to
make this kind of photograph and
43 pinhole photos.
"You have to do it all by
yourself. . .1 consider this to be
the most significant of the
reasons to do the pinhole
photograph," says Shull. "It
seems like a lot of fun to be able
to deal with our environment so
explicitly.
Most
of
the

the
photographs were exposed on p.m. in Autzen Senate Chamber but graduated from
paper negatives, although some (in Willamette's University University of Oregon and is an
art teacher now.
were made with various types of Center).
The one outstanding charac
Paul Cezanne ... Wed., Jan. 24
ortho process films."
Claude Monet .. Wed., Jan. 31 teristic of his work here is the
The prints were all black and
Georges Seurat .. Wed., Feb. 7 influence from the Orient. The
white and many appeared to be
Henri Rousseau . Wed., Feb. 14 show runs through the end of the
"wide angle shots." This effect
Edward Munch . Wed., Feb. 21 month and the Gallery hours are
was obtained with cameras
which had curved backs. I was
Much of the series was filmed Tuesday - Friday, 9:30 to 5;
impressed with the quality of in France, with the exception of Saturday - Sunday, 1 to 5 and it is
photograph that can be achieved Edward Munch, which was film closed on Monday.
with a homemade camera. It's ed in Norway, the artist's native
Speaking of art as culture and
the kind of work that makes you country. Kenneth Clark, writer
say "I wish I could do that," and and narrator of the series, going to galleries as entertaining,
you can.
discusses works by the artists I would say that was quite a
The next exhibit at the W. U. that are in the National Gallery of worthwhile afternoon. None of
University Center Gallery is Art in Washington and in the galleries mentioned here
Branson Stevenson's study of the museums and private collections charged admission, which tells
you that you don't always have to
figure, from January 19 to all over the world.
February 28. The Gallery hours
After viewing the watercolor pay to have a good time.
are Monday -- Thursday, 8 a.m. to show, I walked about seven
11 p.m.; Friday 8 a.m. to 1 a.m.;
blocks in a direction southwest of
Saturday and Sunday, 10 a.m. to Willamette to the Bush Barn Art
midnight.
Center. Showing currently in the
A show currently (through Bush Barn Gallery is an exhibit
February 2) at Willamette's Fine by Jon Jay Cruson.
Arts Gallery is the 105th annual
On display are works in
exhibition of the American lithography,
drawing
and
Watercolor Society, the 49 judged
painting in mixed media.
paintings, all by different artists, Elements of many cultures are
show much variety. A watercolor
incorporated in Cruson's works
can range from an aqueous since he has travelled in Canada,
creation that still looks wet to an
southeast Asia, Japan, Hong
intricate composition practically
Kong and in 43 of the 50 United
losing all touch with the idea of
States.
"watercolor." Both of these
He has also been influenced by
"types" plus many in between
the Hopi and Zuni tribes of the
are represented here, he Gallery Southwest. His pencil drawings
hours are Monday -- Friday, 9 are detailed and have an Oriental
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturdy, 1-4 p.m.
feeling, a carry over from his
and Sunday, 1-4 p.m.
youth when he lived with objects
Willamette is co-sponsoring a
imported
from
Shanghai.
series of films with the Salem
Cruson's triptychs on wood are of
Public Library on "Pioneers of
a size that could be used as table
Modern Painting." The films are
screens or wall hangings and
45 minutes long and are open to
they are rich with cathedral
the public at no charge. They will colors and imagery. He works
be shown twice on the following
with John Rock, professor of art
dates. The first showing being at
at OSU, in reproducing the
noon at the Salem Public Library
lithographs.
(in the Civic Center) and at 6:30
Cruson is a native of California,

entirely meaningless, even more
meaningless than hers, because
he has no child to care for.
There are some very ugly, selfdestructive scenes in the film.
These scenes drove me to find out
more about how Maria ticked. It
is the first time I have read the
book after seeing the movie, and
it was an invaluable experience.
The film is true to Joan Sidion's
novel, and reading it is vital to
truly understanding Maria's
character
BZ finally goes off the deep
end, swallowing pill after pill
with liquor. Maria watches him
die, holding him in her arms until
it's all over. It doesn't really
affect her. "Nothing applies."
Maria's life has not really been
that much more traumatic than
anyone else's. Life is a series of
small tragedies. Perhaps it is her
realization that life is not really
all that exciting, that it is not one
big adventure, that when all the
years are over, there remains
those few moments of good things
that prove to be her undoing.
One might think this film would
be terribly depressing. Rather, it
is strangely encouraging.
"You know what nothing is,"
says BZ, "yet you continue to
play." "Why not? asks Maria.
Better "Why not?" than "Why?

ADULT
Movie Arcade
Pocketbooks
Magazines
Novelties
8mm Film Rentals

XK
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The Gazebo: murder mystery
by DAN TOMPKINS
Can a big-city TV mystery
writer move to the country, build
a gazebo and find happiness?
(Don't look with distaste at that
sentence; it could have said,
"This term's theatre offering is
Alec Coppel's The Gazebo, a slick
1959 murder mystery centered
around a TV mystery writer and
his beautiful actress wife and, of
course, the famous gazebo." It
could have begun that way. But it
didn't.)
Directed by Dr. A. J. Adams,

The Gazebo cast includes Joe have robbers without cops, so you
Medley as Elliott Nash, Avon can't have a murdered corpse
Guyer as his wife Nell, and Ken without a doctor. Joseph Stoffel
Hermens as the local DA, Harlow plays Jenkins, the cop, and Dr.
Edison. Ann Marshall plays Wyner is played by Tom
Matilda, the Nash's "slow" Lawrence.
housekeeper; Nancy Paolo plays
The Gazebo will run February
Mrs. Chandler, the "make-a- 14 to 17 at OCE's Little Theatre.
quick-sale" real estate broker; Performances begin each night
and the builder-contractor, Mr. at 8:15, and tickets will be
Thorpe, is played by Mark Wood. available at all regular Little
Also in the cast are two Theatre outlets.
criminals, The Dook and his side
An evening at The Gazebo will
kick Louie, portrayed by Robert provide laughter, tears (if you
Wiard
and
Tom Scales, cry easily), and talent. Please
respectively. Just as you can't plan to attend. It's worth it.

APO presents
The need of OCE students to
experiment in the field of drama
is recognized by Alpha Psi
Omega, dramatic honorary here.
Friday night, January 19, APO's
Stage II production will be The
Prowler, conjured up in im
provisatory performances by
Rex Rabold, Vicki Miller and Jim
Gilsdorf,
around
a
con
ceptualization by Julia Hays.
The acting will be amplified by
three musicians - Marianne
Harter, percussion; Nancy

Crockett, cello; and a violinist all improvising. An unusual
improvisatory sequence with a
spotlight is an integral part of the
show.
One of the compelling aspects
of drama is the question of its
relation to reality. It is possible to
perceive any actual occurrence
as a drama, simply by taking a
certain attitude toward the
events passing. One may be an
actor, an observer, or even a
producer of such a "drama."
This suggests the abundance of

Environment show
accredited

Portland Community College
will join with Portland's KPTV
(Channel 12) to televise a 15-week
college credit course entitled
"Man and Environment." To be
offered Monday and Tuesday at
10:30 p.m. and Tuesday and
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m., the
series will begin January 22. In
addition to the Portland
metropolitan area, KPTV is
carried by sixty-one cable
television companies throughout
Oregon and Washington, and
people living in any area are
eligible to enroll. In line with
PCC's "open door" philosophy,
there are no prerequisites; a high
school diploma is not necessary
to receive credit.
The first Oregon community
college to offer a one-semester
course on commercial television,

Portland Community College will
award three transfer credits in
anthropology for successful
completion of the course.
Students will enroll by mail to
PCC's Community Education
Division. They will be mailed
learning materials, textbooks,
and examinations. A telephone
"hotline" service enabling
students to discuss problems with
instructors will be provided.
The mid-term and final
examinations will be mailed to
PCC and grades will be awarded
on the basis of test performance.
For more information on "Man
and the Environment" contact
Geraldine Pearson at Portland
Community College, 12000 S. W.
49th Avenue, Portland, Oregon
97219, 244-6111.

'
creativity being generated by an
audience, and reminds us that
drama originated to serve the
people's need to have their
perceptions made manifest.
The Prowler probes into this
area as it explores the nature of
establishing one's own reality which is the central problem of
the plot. It all makes for a sur
prising 45 minutes in the OCE
Little Theatre. Curtain time is 8
p.m. 25 cents admission is being
asked to pay for lights, with any
profits going to the APO
Scholarship Fund.

Ralph Baker gives his background
and explains work at reception
by DAN TOMPKINS
The paintings (and drawings)
now hanging in Campbell Hall's
Gallery 107 are those done by
Ralph Baker, who teaches at the
University of Oregon. In a talk
with the Gallery Guides, after the
reception on Sunday, he tokl of
his background and style of
painting.
Baker's past goes back to
Alberta, and before that Seattle.
Space is very important to him,
being a landscape artist. The
space in Seattle that was im
pressed upon Baker had a ver
tical and frontal quality (tall
buildings, telephones, etc). In
Canada, he was in the eastern

HUT
367 HIGH STREET N. E.

SALEM
GREATEST RECORD SALE
ON EARTH
January 18th thru 21st

RECORDS
TAPES

Dr. Gordon Clarke, humanities professor who read 'Oregon poets'
Tuesday night, January 16. This was the first 'Humanities Night' of
the term. The next one will be Tuesday, January 30.
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$ 9' s List Price - NOW ! 5 4 '
$ 6' 8 List Price - NOW $ 4 4 '
Single Quad $ 4"

foothills of the Rockies, 150 miles and the sky 'above'. This 'wedge'
of the Montana border, where appears in his painting 'Seaside,'
there was "very big space." and in a drawing or two also on
Baker had a "tremendous con display. He did a large series of
scientious of the horizon symmetrical paintings before he
line. . .(and) had a difficult time moved on to where he's at now.
Baker is so sensitive to land
coming to terms with it, but
eventually arrived at a horizontal scape and space, he says, "some
days I don't want to go outside,
usage."
He painted quite realisticly and on others I'll go outside and
when in Alberta (and Seattle) don't want to come back in;
and Baker explained, "what was sometimes I really love the rain
really grand about the paintings and other times it is unbearable."
wasn't the detail, but the sense of His paintings now in the gallery
place through the authoratative are examples of how he ex
form I was developing. . .large pressed his experiences on
bands of color, 'earth bands,' particular days on canvas. He
(very evident in his large pain describes his work as "realistic
tings). . .rich earth space-like in a sensuous way in which you
authority that intrigued me, incorporate more than one sense
coupled with the colors was very (to enjoy it)."
Baker, in giving a final ex
powerful and by the time I left
Canada, I was painting much in planation for the horizontality of
this manner, but with a much his work, said, "my landscapes
are going by, not standing still." I
flatter application)."
Indians were an influence to suggest that you not go by this
Baker, the way they used leather show, as it is not too difficult to let
and did their designs, their sense your mind wander into his work
of place through beads, so his and relate them to places in your
paintings had a design quality for past. Gallery 107 hours are
a while. He has used a sym Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. to
metrically sort of oriented wege, 5 p.m., so take a trip to Campbell
with the horizon line in the middle Hall and slip into 'Baker's
of the painting, the land 'below' Landscapes.'

Calendar of events
ART

B a k e r ' s L a n d s c a p e s . Show a t Campbell
Hall G a l l e r y 107, t h r o u g h F e b r u a r y 9.
F i g u r e s t u d y by Branson Stevenson.
W i l l a m e t t e ' s University Center G a l l e r y .
J a n u a r y 19 t h r o u g h F e b r u a r y 28.
G r o u p photo show. P o r t l a n d P a r k s Art
C e n t e r , 2909 SW 2nd Ave.
On e - ma n s h o w by Melvin Katz. Fountain
G a l l e r y , 115 SW 4th Ave. ( P o r t l a n d )
OCE a r t faculty show. Corvallis A r t s
C e n t e r , Seventh a n d Madison, Corvallis.
THEATRE

Alpha Psi O m e g a p r e s e n t s Act II: T h e
P r o w l e r ; a n d original e x p e r i m e n t a l d r a m a .
F r i d a y , J a n u a r y 19 a t 8 p . m . OCE Little
T h e a t r e . Admission: 25c
" T a m i n g of t h e S h r e w " a t S p r a g u e H.S.
( S a l e m ) , J a n u a r y 19, 20.
" D a m e s a t S e a , " a t t h e Blue Room of t h e
P o r t l a n d Civic T h e a t r e , 8 p . m . T h u r s d a y ,
8:30 p . m . F r i d a y .
" O n e F l e w O v e r t h e Cuckoo's N e s t , " with
t h e Tualatin Valley P l a y e r s a t Aloha's Old
Nut Loft ( P o r t l a n d ) , 8:30 p . m . , F r i d a y a n d
Saturday.
FILMS

OPEN 10:00 AM TILL 10:00 PM

" T h e Ruling C l a s s " with P e t e r O'Toole, a t
t h e E s q u i r e , NW 23rd & K e a r n e y ( P o r t l a n d )
" P l a y it a s it L a y s , '
(Portland)

a t t h e Broadway

" L a S a l a m a n d r e , " a t t h e Guild, 821 SW 9th
Ave. ( P o r t l a n d )
"Deliverance," at the l.rvington, E.
Broadway a t 14th. ( P o r t l a n d )
MUSIC

" A m e r i c a " in Concert, F r i d a y , J a n u a r y
19, a t P a r a m o u n t NW ( P o r t l a n d ) .
" A m e r i c a " in Concert, S u n d a y , J a n u a r y
21, a t OSU (Corvallis). •

M y r a Brand (voice) a n d Vic H u b b a r d ,
Monday, J a n u a r y 22, MHA (OCE) a t 8 p . m .
J a n e P e t e r s o n , piano recital, Wednesday,
J a n u a r y 24, MHA (OCE) a t 8 p . m .
R a r e E a r t h a n d T h e Doobie B r o t h e r s ;
T h u r s d a y , J a n u a r y 25, Memorial Coliseum
(Portland).
T h e Doobie Brothers a n d Steely Dan,
S a t u r d a y , J a n u a r y 27, S a l e m A r m o r y
Auditorium a t 8 p . m .
OTHER

Boat, T r a i l e r & Sport Show. Now through
J a n u a r y 21 a t P o r t l a n d Memorial Coliseum.
Saturday, January
F e d e r i c o Fellini.

20,

b i r t h d a t e of

S u n d a y , J a n u a r y 21, L e n i n ' s d e a t h d a y .
T h u r s d a y , J a n u a r y 25, China born (to
G r a c e Slick a n d Paul K a n t n e r ) in 1971.
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Competency-based program

Experimental block in second term
by MIKE HAGLUND
lamron 2 editor
Ever since the conception of
teacher education institutions in
America, their graduates have
complained that the required
education courses either did
nothing to prepare them for life in
the classroom or prepared them
to do all the wrong things.
Education
courses
were
something to be endured rather
than to enrich. .
At
Oregon
College
of
Education, one of the foremost of
the aforementioned teacher's
colleges, steps have been taken to
make education classes more
relevant to the undergraduate
education major. Perhaps the
most modern development in
Monmouth is a program called
the Experimental Elementary
Education
Program,
a
sophisticated brother of the much
older Elementary Block (Junior
Block) Program.
The ETEP program, as it is
sometimes referred to, has
already begun its second term
after initial implementation last
fall.
Approximately
45
elementary education majors are
involved in the project which
blocks in 18 identical hours per
term for each of the students. All
45 students participate in the
same nine hour block class
(Learning and Instruction In the
Elementary School) and are also
scheduled together in three other
teaching methods courses per
term.
Designed by Dr. Jesse "Bud"
Garrison in cooperation with
professors across the campus,
the ETEP program is an attempt
to reconcile the advantages and
disadvantages of previous block
programs
for
elementary
education majors. For example,
one of the past problems with
education courses is the fact that

students received instruction in
preparing good lesson plans in
each of their methods courses.
This represented an input of
considerable redundancy for the
student and much wasted time
for the instructor.
One of the attempts of the new
program is to facilitate
cooperation between the methods
course instructors of the various
departments in order to
eliminate needless repetition and
maximize the time spent in more
relevant activities. During fall
ETEP program was scheduled
for the nine hour Elementary
Block course, PE in the Grades,
Art Education, and Music
Fundamentals. The professors of
each of these courses as well as
student representatives attended
weekly planning sessions to
discuss program change and
development.
There has been a decided at
tempt within the scope of this
program to coordinate the
learning of educational theory in
the lecture hall with the actual
experience gained in the
elementary classroom. For the
first time in any block program,
students in the ETEP program
spend one full day per week in
one of six cooperating grade
schools in Dallas and Salem. The
previous committment of block
students had been one-half day
per week in the classroom.
In fact, the ETEP schedule is
specifically designed so as to
make it more possible for
students to participate in
meaningful activities in the
public schools. During winter
term, Tuesday is the scheduled
laboratory day in the schools and
Wednesday is open for additional
visitation or research. Plans
have also been made to provide
for a pair of weeks where three
full days will be open and then a
full week near the end of the
term.

According to Gloria McFadden, who with Del Shalock of
Teaching Research and Garrison
are the coordinators of the
program, the additional ex
perience in the public schools is
invaluable. "At this stage, the
program has more than met my
expectations," she said. "The
students are further along than
would have* been typical in the
past.
"The opening of times in the
public schools has facilitated
growth in students and they have
had a greater opportunity of
participating in a variety of
activities. The involvement of the
public schools in the program has
developed a healthy rapport
between the college and the
schools."
In tune with the trend toward
competency-based teacher
education, a major portion of the
ETEP student's grade is based
upon the competency he or she
demonstrates in the classroom.
This also provides for an earlier
assessment of each student's
teaching competencies, before he
begins student teaching or in
terning.
One of the alternatives
available to students in such a
competency-based program is
the possibility of fulfilling their
student teaching requirements
during the two-term block ex
perience. The rationale is that if a
student is competent in the
classroom and can demonstrate
such competencies before
student teaching, then why not
award him the credit and open up
a variety of other possibilities
for the term normally reserved
for student teaching.
"If there's any sacred cow in
education, it's student teaching,"
commented Garrison. "We are
attempting as part of this
program to develop a system
whereby a student can take an
equivilency measure in lieu of the

In state legislature

Class SEEKs involvement
Citizen Involvement in the
Legislative Process is the title of
one of eight special classes of
fered winter term at Oregon
College of Education. Under
SEEK, Student Endeavors in
Education and Knowledge,
students can suggest, plan, and
even help instruct classes in
subjects not directly included in
the regular curriculum.
SEEK is a voluntary studentfaculty program offering elective
credit only; all credits in
specifically required classes
must still be earned in the
regular curriculum. Students and
faculty sponsors donate their
time, and all incidental costs are
paid by those involved.

Dr. Leland Hess, professor of
political science at OCE, is the
faculty sponsor of Citizen
Involvement in the Legislative
Process. He is responsible for the
class and its activities, and will
teach the class whenever its
student organized is unavailable.
Robert Marsh is the OCE
student who planned the
legislative class, and he is very
much involved in his subject. His
work as Democratic central
cpmmitteeman in Polk County
helped him toward a job as a
legislative messenger during the
present session. Marsh and Hess
have already arranged to have

Salem leaders booked
in 'Crystal Ball forums'
SALEM, ORE. - Leaders from
the Salem community will join
members of the Willamette
University faculty for a "look
into 1973" on Jan. 16-18 at the
"Crystal Ball Forums,"
Three forums, scheduled all
three evenings at 7 p.m. in
Willamette's Waller Auditorium,
will feature resource persons
from the community and the
campus discussing "What 1973
holds in store for the U.S. and the
world, the people of Oregon and
the people of Salem."
The community
service
program, sponsored by the
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University's departments of
economics and political science,
is open to the public without
charge.
Moderating the third forum
will be Bill Bebout, editor of the
editorial page of the Capital
Journal Newspaper. He will
discuss local affairs with Salem
Mayor Robert Lindsey; Harry
Carson, Jr., Marion "County
Commissioner; William Kendrick, superintendent of School
District 24J; Robert Moore,
Salem City Manager; and Dr.
Edwin Stillings, political science,
Willamette.

the class meet in an avavilable
office in the Capitol.
According to Hess, legislators
and committee chairmen have
been very willing to let students
follow an individual or a com
mittee day in and day out to learn
how the state government works.
This is especially valuable for
potential teachers, in Hess's
opinion, since the real work of
government is seldom seen by the
casual observer.
The basic aim of the class is to
move people in Hess's words,
"from apathy and alienation to
involvement" in the workings of
the government. "Oregon is
fortunate," said Hess, "in that
almost anyone can wander in and
observe
the
democratic
process." Too often, though,
interested parties merely watch
the hour or so a day that the
legislature meets to vote on bills.
Students in the class will spend
six or more hours a week
following the routine activities of
an individual or a committee.
Hess pointed out that students
might decide to take the class for
one, two, or three credits
depending on how much time
they could devote to the project.
Winter term lasts for roughly
three months, and the legislature
expects to be in session for six
months or more. This leaves open
the possibility of offering a sequel
to the class during the Spring
term. So far no plans have tyeen
made to continue the
beyond Winter term, but s?Pl
plans could be made ijjkudent
response and demand i^Bir to
justify them.

regular student teaching ex
perience."
The carry-over effect of
"demonstrated competency" is
evident in the campus classroom
too. There is an attempt to in
dividualize instruction
by
emphasizing ability and out
comes rather than attendance
and
participation.
ETEP
students make use of large
numbers of self-instructional
materials and procedures and
are encouraged to negotiate
whatever it is that affects them
as individuals.
As a result, the professors and
students involved in the program
spend less time in the lecture hall
and considerably more time than
usual in the conference room.
Students are spending more time
talking to their profs and profs
are spending more time con
versing with each other. Another
of the objectives of the program
was to create conditions which
enable college instructors to
learn more about what their
colleagues do in related courses.
Program assessment is a
rather
elaborate
process
involving students, professors,
and school supervisors. The datacollecting tools are coordinated
by Del Shalock and are organized
so that the data can be assessed
periodically and subsequent
program adjustment can be
made according to the data.
"We have a different model
than has typically been used to
relate research and instruction",
said Garrison. The two are tied
together in a more meaningful
way than ever before. The
research not only tries to get
some evidence on whether or not
the criteria and goals are being
reached, but also increases the
possibility that program goals
will be reached."
The research process is also
ordered so that ETEP students
are provided with information
about their own performance

which enables them to take
corrective action during each
term. Upon completion of the
program it is intended that a
chart will be added to the
student's file indicating the scope
of his activity and the com
petencies
demonstrated

Coordinator of the Experimental
Teacher
Education Program, Dr.
Jesse "Bud" Garrison
throughout the course of the two
terms.
How does Garrison feel about
the new venture? "In terms of
success and failure, my per
ception is that the program has
succeeded better than I thought it
would. Students are aware of
what's expected, involved in
making their own program
decisions, and student per
formance in the classroom is at a
muph higher level than I would
have expected."
Who knows? The Experimental
Elementary Education Program
at OCE may be thq beginning of
an answer to a very old question.
How do you make teacher
education relevant to the
potential teacher?

ITS Speech tourney
rescheduled Feb 9-10
A state-wide high school speech
tournament scheduled for last
month at Oregon College of
Education and postponed due to
the
weather
has
been
rescheduled. Originally set for
December 8 and 9, the tour
nament is now slated for
February 9 and 10.
OCE's College Center will be
the tournament headquarters.
The competition is expected to
draw approximately 600 students
from 50 Oregon high schools.
Competition will include debate,

expository speaking, oratory,
extemporaneous speaking, and
interpretive reading.
Individual awards will be given
to the first and second place
finishers in each event, with first
place sweepstakes awards in the
junior and senior divisions for the
schools accumulating the most
points. A special memorial
sweepstakes award will be given
in the name of Brent Jones, an
OCE student and forensics team
member who died in a traffic
accident last summer.
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Science department faculty

Some new dancers--Same old music

by PEG WATKINS

Construction of the Natural
Science building set the stage for
the OCE science faculty
production. They've put together
quite a show.
Starring is Chorus Line Leader
Ray Brodersen, the Department
'Chairman. He's in the spotlight;
and being in that position makes
him the most vulnerable to rotten
tomatoes and cabbageS thrown
by fellow faculty, students and
administration. But he's newly
billed, and evidently the cabbage
hasn't had time to sufficiently
ripen (yet) to daunt his spirit;
he's still smiling.
Behind the star (and somewhat
less vulnerable to the vegetables)
is the main line: while the left

mrnmroi

faction tap dances on test tubes
and sings songs of velocity and
momentum,
the
rightists
(discernible by their lily white
lab coats) twirl stethoscopes in
time to a redundant tune of
metabolism.
When the troop set up on their
new stage, the old timers added a
special group to help their long
and continuing climb to stardom.
Billed as The New Faculty,
members of the select group
were added equally to the white
coats and the E-mc squareds to
(theoretically) keep balance
between both ends of the line.
Among the additives is Ron
Coolbaugh, a freshly graduated
OSU PhD plant physiologist who
does a special number with the
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some of his fellow performers. a big man. But it takes more than
Off stage, he's an easy man to brute force to organize this
talk to; and, perhaps more im group. (Knowledge of animal
portant, he's a good listener, too. behavior - and Dr. Spring's got it He cares about education, about doesn't seem to help much
Oregon's pollution problem, either.)
about Ma Nature (which may be
As for the line itself, there is a
why he spends summers taking curious assortment of sweet and
people and mule pack trains into sour. On the fudgy side is Ms.
the Sierra Nevadas and rides his Bird who tenderly keeps her
bike to school); and he likes chosen nestling brood under a
music (he's offering a class in protective wing (as long as none
musical accoustics spring term decides to try the Jonathan
for un-physics folks). When you Livingston Seagull number, that
stop to get his autograph, take is).
time to talk. He's cool.
There's a pair of friendly
Last in the featured foursome botanists who always display a
is Dave Jennings, OCE anogra- smile; there's a little lady
pher (again a unique feature of scientist who's the epitome of
the department). Besides being a both roles; and then there's the
good-looking blond, he plays at spry zoologist who dreams of
the guitar and holds beliefs that seeing Big Foot in person and
make him slightly more man experiences ectasy in butterflythan scientist: like he believes netting.
There's a creative fellow who
that bicycling to Salem in the rain
will cure a cold. (Strange, it ac brought fame to the company
tually worked.) As for his with his innovative presentation
scientist side, he's well-endowed; of audio-tutorial biology. And
perhaps he'll put OCE's show on then there's the old Doc who's
the road with his featured act: been performing so long that he
he's researching levels of no longer attends rehearsals; he
radioactive iron in the seas (at knows his number by heart.
All together, they form a rare
least when his supersensitive
sort of group that seems rarely to
Geiger counter is working).
Put all together, the efforts and get it all together: While one fox
accomplishments
of
the trots, the other is doing
Coolbaugh, Bandick, White and burlesque; the fellow in the
Jennings quartet makes up a middle smiles a lot.
Photo by Bill Coffel
That's a look at the Science
greenhouse. Off stage, he's a nice good deal of the "show" in the show. Now it's up to you to decide
Natural Science line up.
guy. Looking somewhat like the
Behind the foursome are the if you want to invest time and
sprouts he studies, long and
money in it. I did; the en
regulars, the old pros.
lanky, Coolbaugh's making a
There's leader of the leftists, tertainment was first class.
conscious effort to improve the Ernie Cummins, Physical
quality of the act of which he's Science Curriculum Coordinator.
become a part. Good luck.
Inspite of his group's diversity,
Then there's Neal Bandick, he seems to bring out the
perhaps a bigger name star than
cooperative spirit in all.
Coolbaugh, with a past billing of Consequently, the resulting show
medical school physiology in appears well-organized.
A Summer Institute in
structor. With more stagfe ex
And his actors seem to be Geography for junior and senior
perience, Bandick's become the enjoying their work. When his
high school teachers funded by
white coats' tiger. Intelligent, coordinator position was changed the National Science Foundation
aggressive and not overly from appointed status to elected, will bring some 40 teachers of
sensitive, he says what he thinks Ernie was re-selected. Evidently geography and social science to
of a student's capabilities be his the troop is satisfied with his Oregon College of Education
judgment
ego-bloating
or leadership: "I like Ernie"...
June 18 - August 10.
busting. Because of (or inspite "He's a good man." Together,
A $71,322 grant to OCE covers
of) his inescapable tendency they put on a good show.
expenses of the institute and of
toward objectivity, Bandick does
The rest of the line, the white- participants for travel, books and
have the respect of a good clad rightists, appear somewhat cost of their stay at the college.
number of students and faculty. less coordinated (because I'm
The Institute has two aims: to
the
teaching
On the other end of the line is more familiar with their strengthen
Don White, a most prestigious choreography?). Their leader, at capabilities of the participants in
nuclear physicist from the present Lowell Spring, is areas of greatest need, and to
infamous Berkeley campus. On traditionally the group's bulldog. help them develop geography
(I remember the assurance of a classroom materials. Individual
stage, his offerings (physics,
member that the help will be given in developing
physics and more physics) are faculty
academic and demanding, financial aids office would certify the materials by the institute
probably because he really cares me for work-study or else she staff of five, four of whom are
about meeting the academic would send Dr. Spring over to OCE faculty members.
The institute at OCE is one of
needs of his students. Working "sway" them and I'd get cer
toward that goal, he is tified for sure. Anyway, I got two in the United States spon
sored annually by the National
consequently more receptive to certified.)
There's no doubt, Dr. Spring is Science Foundation. The other is
suggestions and criticisms than
at Western Michigan University.
The institute program will
cover individual needs in 8 or 10
All Western Brands
instructional divisions.
nrrn
$099
The institute carries 12 hours of
Full case stubbies
J + Dep
graduate credit, and participants
chosen are eligible for an expense
allowance, transportation, tuition
Large Fancy Golden Delicious
/
and fees. Dr. James W.
Gallagher,
professor
of
geography, is the institute
director.

Geography Inst
this summer
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Stamps

NS seminars
scheduled
January 30 -- "The Early
Range of the California Condor in
the Pacific Northwest"
Dr. Kenneth Holmes, Professor
of History, OCE.
February 13 - "The Baja
California Field Trip" Dr. J.
Morris Johnson, Professor of
Biology, OCE.
February 27 ~ "Hawaiian
Volcanoes" Dr. Anton Postl,
Professor of Physical ScienceChemistry, OCE.
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Miracle finish produces EVCO hoop victory
by DAVE LOVIK

Gary Johnson's three-point
play with 15 seconds remaining in
the game gave the underdog
Oregon College Wolves a
dramatic 62-61 Evergreen
Conference basketball victory
over Western Washington State,
January 13, in Monmouth.
After Johnson and Larry Gahr
had sparked the hosts to a 31-25
half-time
advantage,
the
defending EvCo champs from
Bellingham tightened up the
defense, holding OCE scoreless
for 4:40 of the second half.
Thecome-from-behind triumph
was the first conference win for
the scrappy Wolfpack. They are
now 4-7 overall.
The Monmouth men executed
their movement offense well
early in the contest. Johnson, a
6'2" junior from Portland,
penetrated the Viking's man to
man defense for several assists
and Bob McCullough's men
dominated the offensive boards.
With the score knotted at 20-all
midway through the initial half,
forward Gary Lathen scored on, a
tip-in, Gahr netted two suc
cessive field goals, and 5'11"
guard Bob Foster canned two
charity tosses, giving the
Wolfpack their biggest lead of the
game, 28-20. Gahr scored on a
baseline jumper with one second
to go in the half.
Part of the OCE success could
be attributed to the tenacious
defense applied to Viking star
Mike Franza. Foster held the 6'1"
sharp-shooter, the leading nor
thwest small college scorer
coming into the clash, to just 13
markers.
Led by burly Mike Buza and
reserve Craig Nichols, the Viks
turned things around after in
termission. The aforementioned
duo took care of tKe boardwork
and scored on numerous shortrange shots.
Down by five with 2:14 to go,
the Wolves took a time out.
"I honestly didn't think we
could do it (at this point)," an
ecstatic Lathen recalled later in
the steaming OCE locker room.
"We knew they'd slow it down
and we would have to press."
Losing coach Chuck Randall

saw it from a different per
spective. The soft-spoken WWSC
mentor gave the credit to the
Wolves, all right but had to
wonder about a fe-w calls that
went OCE's way. "Give 'em
credit," he said, "they hit the
clutch buckets when they needed
them and they did a hell of a job
on Franza. But the ones WE hit,
they took away!" (Refering to
the incident where a Vik free
throw was nullified because the
officials detected a Western
player stepping into the lane too
soon.)
Forced to foul, the Tack got
Franza. He promptly hit two
clutch free throws. 60-53.
Lathen immediately swished a
jumper and Mike Reed promptly
stole the ball on the press and
canned another long shot to pull
the hosts within three.
Randall called for time with
1:21 remaining.
WWSC's Nichols was fouled,
sank the first shot of a one and
one, but the shot was annuled. . .the
incident
that
triggered Randall's displeasure.
Lathen hit another clutch twopointer, cutting the Viks lead to
one.
Again Nichols was fouled. The
Seattle sophomore cooly sank the
first toss but the second shot
glanced off the rim where
Johnson was waiting. The
ubiquitous OCE guard raced the
length of the court to sink a layup
and was fouled in the process.
The free throw ripped cleanly
through and the OCE partisans
went wild.
Western called their last time
out with seven seconds remaining
to set up the winning attempt.
Franza was well covered, the ball
went to Chuck Price at the top of
the key who put up a 22 footer
with two seconds showing on the
scoreboard. The shot went awry
and bedlam reigned on the court.
Two tough Evco foes await the
hoopers tomorrow night and
Saturday. They travel to Cheney
to do battle with the Savages
from Eastern Washington, the
pre-season favorites but losers of
three straight. Eastern Oregon is
on tap the following evening.

Interim hoop coach Joe Caligure dictates strategy to his charges during the Western Washington
clash. The Wolves staged a late rally to eke out a 62-61 triumph. Identifiable players are: Mike
Reed (4), Larry Gahr (3), Ron Beckham (10), Gary Lathen, and Bob Foster.
Photo by Tim Johnson

Sports capsule
Above picture, Larry Gahr advances on an open-mouthed Jim Bissell. Gahr led the OCE attack
with 17 points.
Photo by Tim Johnson

Basketball
OCE 62, Western Washington 61
Pacific Lutheran 66, OCE 60
Wrestling
OCE 33, University of Puget Sound 15
OCE 25, Warner Pacific 12

Coed IM 's
to start

Women's Gymnastics
OCE 86.95, University of British Columbia 80.45

Last term intramurals took on
a new look with the initiation of
coed volleyball. It was such a
success that this term will see
combined forces again for
basketball.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Basketball
Jan. 19 - Eastern Washington, Cheney
Jan. 20 - Eastern Oregon, LaGrande
Jan. 23 - Linfield, Monmouth
Men's Gymnastics
Jan. 19 - PSU, CWSC, SOC, Monmouth,

7:30 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics
Jan. 20 U of W, U of Alberta, Seattle
Women's Basketball
Jan. 18 - Lane CC (varsity), Monmouth
GeorgeTox (JV)
Jan. 19 - UBC Tournament, Vancouver
Jan. 25- Clackamas (JV), Monmouth
Mt. Hood CC (varsity)

Monmouth

JV Basketball
Jan. 19 - National Guard (OPE), Monmouth
Jan. 23 - Linfield JV
Monmouth
Freshman Basketball
Jan. 19 - Chemeketa CC
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Women's Basketball
OCE 41, Oregon State 33

Bowling
Jan. 18 - Portland State

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Two Farm Fresh Eggs, Hash Browns,
Toast, Coffee

Salem

6:30p.m.
8:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:00p.m.

3:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

The only change in regular
basketball rules will be that the
men will not be able to dribble or
go into the key area. There also
will only be two men allowed per
team.
If interested get your team
together and get the roster into
the NPE main office by next
Monday, Jan. 22. If you want to
play but can not organize enough
for a team contact Linda
Goodman at 838-3776 or leave a
note for her in the game room
office.
This is a new idea and in order
for it to run effectively there
must be at least six teams sign
up. Also for anyone interested in
running the coed intramural
program get in touch with Linda
at the above mentioned locations.

-MONMOUTH AT MAIN—
Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays

7 a.m. till 1 a.m.
8 a.m. till 11 a.m.
9 a.m. till 11 a.m.

Prices good thru Jan. 25.

Folk Classic Guitars
Specials
Lyle fok guitar - Finetone
Franciscan - beautiful rosewood
Lyle - exquisite rosewood
Lyle 12 string
Reg.
$275
$375
$175

Hernandis No. 2 classic guitar
Hernandis No. 1 classic guitar
Aria Flamenco
*

*

$39.50
$45.00
$65.00
$79.50
Sale
$199.50
$275.00
$125.00

, lTlctl till, LjlC, /\ricl,

Framus, Yamaha and many others

Wills Music Store
432 State St.

Salem, Ore.
S & H Green Stamps

364-6757
Lamron 2

As I See It
-By Dave LovikH e r e w e a r e i n t h e m i d d l e of t h e w i n t e r s p o r t s s e a s o n
and you still cannot get away from football.
The Miami Dolphins' "No Name Defense" completely
s h u t o u t t h e W a s h i n g t o n R e d s k i n O v e r t h e Hill G a n g i n
t h e S u p e r B o w l . It t o o k a f u m b l e r e c o v e r y a n d r e t u r n of
an alleged pass thrown by pro football's worst passer
Garo Yepremian for the Redskins to score.
M i a m i p r o v e d i t w a s t h e b e s t t e a m i n a l l of f o o t b a l l b y
n o t c h i n g t h e i r s e v e n t e e n t h s t r a i g h t w i n of t h e s e a s o n .
O n e m o r e f o o t b a l l i t e m . In a n e a r l i e r c o l u m n I v o i c e d
m y o p i n i o n of t h e c o a c h i n g s i t u a t i o n a t O r e g o n S t a t e a n d
d r e w a l o t of f l a k f r o m t h e i r p a p e r ' s c o l u m n i s t w h o
s t a u n c h l y d e f e n d e d D e e A n d r o s ' s t y l e of f o o t b a l l .
Well, there has been a change a t OSU. Andros recently
hired an assistant from Washington and then stated that
he plans to abandon his wing-T attack for a Pro-1 of
fense.
Not the change I had in mind but it is definitely a step
in t h e r i g h t d i r e c t i o n a n d w h o k n o w s , i t m i g h t w o r k o u t
j u s t f i n e . I f o r o n e h o p e s o . It d o e s g e t b o r i n g t o s e e t h e
C a l i f o r n i a h a l f of t h e P a c - 8 d o m i n a t e .
I would like to hear what that certain writer who
defended Andros' fullback oriented attack has to say
now. No doubt that it will be favorable. The Great
Pumpkin can do no wrong at Oregon State except maybe
c o a c h a g o o d f o o t b a l l t e a m t o a n o t s o g o o d 2-9 r e c o r d .

+++++
UCLA can be had!! The California Golden Bears
proved that for a whole half enroute to losing to the
B r u i n s 69-50. C a l l e a d t h e B r u i n s 35-33 a t t h e h a l f b u t t h e
U c l a n s b l e w t h e m off t h e c o u r t i n t h e s e c o n d h a l f .
Ironically, the team that can give UCLA its biggest
test is the last team to defeat them, Notre Dame. The
Fighting Irish ended a big win string Saturday. Fourth
ranked Marquette had not lost a game at home in 81
straight outings until they ran up against Notre Dame.
Not only did Notre Dame beat the Warriors a t home,
but they had to come from as much as ten points behind
t o d o s o . T h e I r i s h a r e o n l y 5-5 o n t h e s e a s o n b u t i t h a s
t a k e n a w h i l e f o r t h e i r s t a r t i n g l i n e - u p of f o u r
sophomores and a lone junior to learn how to play
together as a unit.
Coach Digger Phelps crew has good size up front and
c a n b e a t Bill W a l t o n a n d U C L A .
T o a d d a l i t t l e m o r e s p i c e t o t h i s u p c o m i n g m e e t i n g , if
UCLA can win its next three games, Notre Dame will be
t h e t e a m t h a t s t a n d s i n t h e w a y of t h e B r u i n s a n d a
record sixty-one wins in a row. John Wooden's crew
proved that they can handle Oregon State's pressure
defense but can they handle pressure? Time will tell.

UPS, WP dumped

Middleweights spark win
by Larry Black
& Tiin Petshow
Mike Perry, John Sappington,
and Kevin Derowitsch scored
successive pins in leading to
Oregon College grapplers to a 3315 non-conference win over the
University of Puget Sound
Loggers, Friday, January 12, in
Monmouth. The Wolves made it
two in a row by dumping Warner

IM Standings
MINOR
TKB No. 2
TKB No. 3
Hot Rats
Jolly Bailers
Ogden No. 2
Landers Men
The Reds
The Unknowns

W

0
0
0
0

1
1

MAJOR
TKB No. 1
Tap Room
Bombers
Barnum Buckeyes
Ogden No. 1
IK's
Red Ball Jets
BFD

w

L

1

0
0
0
0

i

1

1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0
0

L

0
0
0
0
1
1

1

1

1
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against them (the Loggers).
That's the only way to gain ex
perience." Jon Parsons and Jon
Davis showed promise in their
varsity debuts, although losing
narrow decisions. Big Jim
Seymour misinterpreted referee
Hank Juran's intentions as he lost
the final match of the evening.
Expecting to be called back to the
center of the mat, Seymour
inadvertantly let his man up.
Mike Schmidt of the Loggers
promptly gained control and was
awarded a 4-1 victory.
Davis' grapplers have two
weeks to prepare for a couple of
important Evergreen Conference
matches. On Friday, January 26,
the Wolfpack travel south to
Klamath Falls to meet Oregon
Technical
Institute.
The
following evening on the Southern
Oregon campus they meet, "the
best team in the conference and
district," according to Davis.
"They (SOC) could just as likely
shut us out as Brigham Young
did," he said, somewhat ruefully.

Turnout bolsters coach

1

Schedule for Monday, Jan. 22:
7 p.m. - Hot Rats vs. Jolly
Bailers; Ogden No. 2 vs.
Unknowns
8 p.m. ~ Reds vs. TKB No. 3;
Landers Men vs. TKB No. 2
Schedule for Wednesday, Jan. 24:
7 p.m. - Red Ball Jets vs.
Barnum Buckeyes; Bombers vs.
Ogden No. 1
8 p.m. ~ TKB No. 1 vs. Tap
Room; IK's vs. BFD

Pool tourney
scheduled

An all-OCE pool tournament is
scheduled for Thursday, January
25 in the College Center Game
Room. It will begin promptly at
+++
6:30 P.M.
N o r t h C a r o l i n a S t a t e w o n t h e f i r s t B I G g a m e of t h e
The tournament is open to all
y e a r a s t h e t h i r d r a t e d T a r H e e l s b e a t p r e v i o u s l y students, faculty, and staff of
u n d e f e a t e d s e c o n d r a n k e d M a r y l a n d 87-75. T h a t ' s o n e OCE. A nominal entry fee of fifty
d o w n , f i v e t o g o i n t h e A C C . S t a t e s t i l l h a s o n e m o r e ($.50) cents per contestant will be
g a m e l e f t w i t h M a r y l a n d , t w o w i t h N o r t h C a r o l i n a (13-1) charged to cover the prizes
awarded to the winners and the
and North Carolina has two with Maryland.
playing time.
And then the playoffs start.
First prize will be a two-piece
A n o t h e r u n d e f e a t e d t e a m f e l l b y t h e w a y s i d e t h i s pool cue while second and third
w e e k . N u m b e r f i v e M i s s o u r i s a i l e d t h r o u g h t w e l v e places will be awarded credit
s t r a i g h t n o n - c o n f e r e n c e g a m e s a n d b i n g o , i n t h e i r f i r s t certificates for pool and ping
l e a g u e g a m e t h e T i g e r s w e r e c l o b b e r e d 70-55 b y K a n s a s pong in the amounts of five and
three dollars respectively.
State. The loss puts the Tigers a step behind Iowa State
Eight ball with a "soft eight"
(2-0, 11-3) a n d K a n s a s S t a t e (1-0, 11-2) i n t h e Big-8 r a c e will be the official game of the
to the NCAA tourney.
tournament which is a double
M i c h i g a n , M i n n e s o t a I n d i a n a a n d P u r d u e a r e elimination playoff.
Prospective players may sign
s e p a r a t i n g t h e m s e l v e s i n c l a s s f r o m t h e r e s t of t h e Big
T e n b u t o n l y t h r e e g a m e s s e p a r a t e t h e t o p f r o m t h e up for the tournament in the
Game Room from ten to ten
bottom and this conference is known for its upsets.
(closed five to six) weekdays and
+++
one to ten on weekends.

Could OCE be putting it together. The Wolves just
n o t c h e d t h e i r i n i t i a l E v e r g r e e n C o n f e r e n c e w i n of t h e
s e a s o n b y b e a t i n g W e s t e r n W a s h i n g t o n 62-61.
T h i s i m p r o v e s t h e i r m a r k t o 4-8 w h i c h e q u a l s l a s t
year's victory total but more important," the victory
e v e n e d t h e i r l e a g u e m a r k t o 1-1 w h i c h i s g o o d f o r f i f t h
place.
This weekend can be the making or breaking point for
the Wolves. Coach McCullough's crew has a two game
e a s t e r n s w i n g a g a i n s t E a s t e r n O r e g o n (2-1) a n d E a s t e r n
Washington (0-3). Eastern Washington's league record
i s m i s l e a d i n g a s t h e y a r e 7-6 o n t h e y e a r .
T w o w i n s w o u l d g i v e t h e W o l v e s a 3-1 l e a g u e m a r k a n d
w o u l d p u t t h e m i n a p o s i t i o n of c o n t e n d e r s f o r a p o s t 
season playoff berth. A split would be more realistic and
still leave a chance for OCE to be in contention but two
losses would realty hurt.
The best bets for the District 2 representative to the
NAIA championships are Willamette and Oregon Tech.
M y v o t e , of t h e m o m e n t , g o e s t o W i l l a m e t t e a s t h e c l a s s
of t h e d i s t r i c t , b u t n o t m u c h m o r e .

Pacific, 25-12, the following night.
Perry, a promising freshman
from Crook County HS, wasted
little time in putting away his
man. Ahead 2-0, he pinned the
Logger's Dave LaBounty at 3:53.
Veteran 158 pounder, John
Sappington, suffered his first loss
of the season last week against
powerful
Brigham
Young.
Avenging this earlier loss,
Sappington
completely
dominated his match with UPS's
Wally Adams, finally pinning him
with 1:21 left in the third round.
The Wolfpack were assured of
their victory with a fine
comeback effort by their 167
pound hopeful, Kevin Derowit
sch. The Central High grad was
awarded the fallmidway through
the second round.
Consistent Dave Renfro started
things off for the hosts, con
trolling UPS's Don Dellenberg
throughout to tally a 7-2 triumph.
Coach Gale Davis had said
before the match that, "we'll give
a couple of new freshmen a shot

by LARRY BLACK

A turnout of some twenty-eight
women has put a big smile on
Coach Irma Penwell's face. She
stated that this year's potential
team members, mostly fresh
men, are "more skilled than I've
ever had before."
All five starters are back from
last year's team that finished
fifth in the Northwest "A"
Tournament. Coach Penwell
remarked though that they will
be hard pressed for their
returning starting positions.
Returning seniors include: Linda
Goodman, Bonnie Vickers, Pam
Moen, Camille Fournier, and
Debbie Card. Junior Laurie
Hunter one of the possible
starters mentioned by Coach
Penwell has played the last two
seasons, but has never finished
one due to injury or illness.
Two freshmen that have shined
in the recent practices are Jane
Ellis and Debbie McGill. Ellis, a
big factor in this year's volleyball
team's success, will push for one
of the starting berths.

By the time of this writing the
women will have already opened
their season with Oregon State.
This Thursday, January 18, both
the varsity and the junior varsity
will be in action. The varsity will
take on Lane Community College
at 7:00 p.m. with the JV's taking
over at 8:15 p.m.
This weekend will be busy for
Coach Penwell and her team as
they travel to the University of
British Columbia to participate in
the U.B.C. Tournament. There
will be sixteen teams taking part
with teams coming from mainly
Canada. OCE will be one of
possibly only two or three teams
from the U.S.
OCE figures to be considred an
underdog of the tourney as most
of the teams begin play earlier
than the Oregon schools. The fact
that her team has been tabbed as
the underdog doesn't bother
Coach Penwell as she looks to this
tournament as a chance for her
team to gain some experience. As
she remarked "I look at it as good
practice, a chance for them to
learn."

Male gymnasts
at home Friday
The mens gymnastics squad at
Oregon College of Education take
on Central Washington State
College,
Portland
State
University and Southern Oregon
College in the Wolves first home
matchup of the young season,
Friday, January 19.
Competition in the first of six
events will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
OCE's
year-old
Physical
Education facility.
Of the 4-way competition this
Friday, Goodson said, "Central
and PSU will be very tough. We'll
have to hit really well to beat
them."

Karen Kolen drives for lay-up in recent women's basketball action.
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Women

Gymnasts excel
in home debut
Pepper Mensing captivated an
appreciative audience with a
masterful exhibition on the
balance beam as her Oregon
College of Education teammates
defeated the University of British
Columbia, 86.95 to 80.45, in
women's gymnastics com
petition, Saturday afternoon,
January 13 in Monmouth.

Pepper Mensing led the powerful Oregon College women's gymnastic squad to an 86 95 - 80 45
decision over visiting University of British Columbia. Here she nears the end of a masterful
performance on the balance beam, a route which earned her an 8.7 rating. photo by Tim Johnson

Airfare cuts challenged

Students fight for discount
Through the sponsorship of the
National Student Lobby and
Continental Marketing Cor
poration , the COALITION TO
RETAIN
AIR
DISCOUNT
FARES (CRADF) has been
formed.
On December 7, 1972, the Civil
Aeronautics Board announced
the results of their Domestic
Passenger-Fare Investigation:
"that youth standby, youth
reservation and family fares are
unjustly discriminatory and that
family and youth reservation
fares are also unreasonable."
The Board did defer cancelation
of these fares pending further
hearing on the question of an
adjustment to norman fares.
The purpose of CRADF, in the
words of Russell Lehrman,
President
of
Continental
Marketing Corporation, a youth
fare card sales concern, "will be
to alert every traveler affected,
advise them that they may lose
from 25 percent to 33 percent air
fare reductions if they don't act
now, and provide them with a
vehicle to express their views so
that they will be heard."
An open appeal is being mailed
each college newspaper in the
form of an ad that can be placed
by the editor as a service for his
readers. The ad will carry a tearout letter, to the signed by
readers, appealing to Congress to
act on legislation that can pave
the way for continuation of these
discount fares. The letters will be
submitted to the CRADF Office in
Washington, D. C. where they
will be systematically sorted by
Congressional District, counted
to measure response, and finally
forwarded to
the proper
Congressmen.
National
Student
Lobby
Leaders will then go into action.
They will visit the members of
the House and Senate Commerce
Committees in an effort to get at
least one Republican and one

Democratic
sponsor
for
necessary legislation from each
committee. They will work with
staffs of the committees, airline
representatives, senior citizens
and other groups interested in
preserving the discount fares.
On February 28th, a National
Student Lobby Conference will be
held, with students from all parts
of the country in attendance, to
consider this problem. At that
time, the delegates will visit their
own legislators to urge positive
and final action to retain these
important fares.
In January, 1968,
CAB
examiner Arthur S. Present ruled
that discount fares limited to
persons 12 to 21 years old are
"unjustly discriminatory"
because age alone isn't a valid
distinction between passengers.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Present
received mail from college
students by the sack load. Their
expression of opinion was so
overwhelming that the CAB ruled
that airline youth fare discounts
don't unjustly discriminate
against adults. The board put off
any decisions on a petition to
abolish the discounts until a study
of whether the fares were
reasonable in relation to carrier
costs was completed.
Originally youth fares were
challenged
by
National
Trailways Bus System, a trade
association of bus companies,
and by TCO Industries, Inc.,
formerly Transcontinental Bus
System, Inc.
Over $300.-million is spent by
young people on youth fare
tickets annually.Each year over
1-million youth fare cards are
bought by young people who
believe that they are entitled to
its benefits until age 22. If the
fare is abolished, priviledges of
the card would be revoked.
A number of state, student
student and senior citizens and
persons from such organizations

Want ads

WANT TO BUY USED TEXT: Juvenile
Delinquency by Cavan; Dan, 838
2484.
1967

BUDDY 12' X 60', 2 BR, all elec.
$3,750. Call 623-2510 after 6 p.m. Mon
thru Thurs. or see Mgr. Hawthorne
Acres Mobile Park, Dallas for
inspection.

193cSk.'42 LUGER

9 mm- matching
S N s, extras. 623-2510. after 6 p m
Mon. Thurs. $250.

NEEDED: A substitute for morning
Independence paper route. Must
guarantee spring vacation & some
Saturdays. 838 2700.

PERSONAL: Friday and Saturday,
January 19 and 20, the People Place
(Help Center) will be closed, as the
volunteers are going on their retreat.
The People Place will be open as
usual on Sunday. Drop in or call 838
0042.
GABRIEL'S GONE! LOST: % samoyed,
1/4 shepard pup. Any information is
valuable. Please, I want him back.
Call 838-3046. Reward.
ATTENTION:
Monmouth
Winter
Olympics T-Shirts at Discount
rices. Now $2.50 Original Design.
Call Joyce at 838-3035.

The Pacific Northwest runnerups in 1972 utilized great
overall team depth in sweeping
five of the first six places on the
uneven parallel bars.
Diana Dill captured the
aforementioned uneven parallel
event, garnering an 8.5 rating in
her specialty. Sandy Jackson, a
superb performer from perennial
prep power North Eugene, took
second in the unevens and third
on the beam.

floor. It was the balance beam
through where Mensing received
the heartiest applause of the
afternoon, dismounting from a a
brilliant, fundamentally sound,
performance.
Several other Oregon College
women fared well in their initial
1973 competition.
Debby Webb was awarded a 5.7
on the balance beam while
colorful Candy Bold narrowly
missed placing on the side horse.
Debby
Grebskov,
Maria
Burnam, and Diana Norwood
added
to
the
Wolfette's
domination of the uneven
parallels.
UBC's Janet Terry, perhaps
the second best all around per
former on the floor, placed in
three ev.ents, including a second
place on the balance beam.

have
endorsed
CRADF.
Gary Goodson's team will be in
But it was Mensing who cap
A special AIR HOT LINE has
Washington the next two
tured
the
attention
of
some
750
been set up to receive telephone
weekends, meeting such NW
inquiries for up-to-date in onlookers.
powers
as
University of
The
diminutive
senior
from
formation on this issue. Since
Washington, University of
Seattle
started
her
afternoon
with
CRADF
is
a
non-profit
Calgary, and University of
organization, collect calls cannot a fine 7.7, 7.6 series off the side Alberta.
horse
vault,
edging
UBC's
be accepted. There is: however, a
Campus gymnastic enthusiasts
number in Houston, Texas for Tammy Martin, a star in her own can look forward to the OCE
Western callers and another right. The well-proportioned
women's invitational, Wed
number in Washington, D. C. for Canadian blond earned top nesday, January 31.
Eastern callers. Please telephone marks (8.8) in the floor exercise
The men gymnasts recently
the nearest number if CRADF in addition to a fine showing on
returned from a successful
the horse.
may be of service.
Pepper completed an OCE California trip and will host a
Contact: East - Rob Simmons
(202) 547-5500
sweep on the unevens and four team meet tomorrow at 7:30
New Physical Education
West - Russell Lehrman (713) 524- finished second to Martin on the in the
Building.
0569
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ACT NOW
Dear Congressman:

aTorsLX%heTvHtLronLtUotd FareS ^ DiS°0Unt

WhiCh

^ r6Cently

bee"

Iwouid appreciate it if you would also write the CAB and request that they delay enforcement
of this decisionuntil Congress has an opportunity to act on this important question.
m?oT^nnilli0n StUdentS traveled us,n9 this discount fare in the past year. This contributed
over $400-m, Hon to cover fixed costs of the airlines. These carriers can be preTumed to have
a full grasp of the marketing considerations involved and are, at least, as interested as the
CAB in dropping any useless discount fares. Vet. an overwhelming majo ity o? the a H "nes lo
participated ,n the CAB investigation are in favor of these fares.
Millions of students have purchased their Youth Fare identification cards with the belief that
£ CAB'sdecisiorv ^ ^

the Cards are bein9

cut off by

Mail to:

CRADF

(Coalition To Retain Air Discount Fares)
413 East Capitol Street, S.E.
Washington, DC 20003

(signature)

(address)

(city, state & zip)
Co-Sponsors
The National Student Lobby and Continental Marketing Corporation
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